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r 1977 County Fair Queen
i To Be Crowned On Friday
BOOST FROM ROTARY: Gail Tucker, a senior at Calloway County High School, was 
presented with a check for $25 by
the Murray Rotary Clik to help with her expenses while attending the 
National Forensic League Tournament june 20-25
in Seattle, Wash. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tucker of Kirksey. 
Making the presentation is Cantle Hendon,
club treasurer, while Dr. Ray Mofield, the president, looks on from the left.
Bailar Recommends 3-Centc
Postage Hike For Businesses
WASHINGTON ( AP) - Postmaster
General Benjamin F. Bailar today
asked the Postal Service board Of
governors to hike first-class mail rates
for ,businesses by three cents while
holding • Postal rates far individuals at
the current 13 cent rate.
Bailer's recommendation followed a
request last week by President Carter
to set up a "citizen's rate" for first-
class mail that would cost less than
letters mailed by businesses. Carter did
not specify a fee in his request.
Bailer did not ask the governors to
endorse the end to Saturday delivery of'
mail - a subject that was expected to
be discussed during the meeting - but
said that the special citizen rate for
letters may win' wider public approval
for five-day week delivery if he decides
to recommend it.
. The new rates of 16 cents andlIvents
could not go into effect before next
spring because the law requires a 10-
month delay for consideration of
Bailar's recorrunehdations by the board
of governors and the Postal Rate
Commission. .
The postage rate for letters has been
13 cents since lieeember 1975.
"Hopefully, if inflation can be
checked and we are allowed to continue
attacking postal costs vigorously, the
13-cent rate for the individual could
have a tong life," Bailer said.
The citizen rate would apply only to
H. N. Stroud, TVA Official
To Speak To WKRECC Members
MAYFIELD - H. N. Stroud,
assistant general manager of the
Tennessee Valley Authority, will
address the 39th annual members'
meeting of the West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative here on Saturday
afternoon. The Meeting will be held at
the cooperative' S--- headquarters
building, 1218 West Broadway, starting
at 3 p. m.
Stromd, a Nashville native, joined,
TVA in 1947 afrer-graduation from
Vanderbilt University with a degree in
electrical engineering. After initial
training 'he held successive
administrative positions in TVA Power
Marketing offices in Nashville, Muscle
Shoals, Ala., and Jarkson, Tenn., where
he was named assistant district
manager in 1957.
In 1964 he was appointed head of the
-Distributor Marketing Branch,
representing TVA in dealing With the
161 local, municipal, cooperative and
private electric systems that distribute
TVA power.
Stroud became assistant to the
general mtnager of TVA in February,
1970, and in May, 1971 he became
assistant general manager.
• During the members meeting,
reports will be presented by Jeffrey
Howard, president of the sprawling
cooperative that provides TVA power to
nearly 25,000 members, and John Edd
Walker, West Kentucky -RECC's
inside today' 
general manager.
Board members whose terms expire
this year and who were recently
nominated for re-election are A. I).
Willingham and Ralph Edrington. J. D.
Wall has been nominated to replace his
father, 0. S. Wall, on the board of
directors.
Members are 'also permitted _In_
submit additional nominations by
petition in 'advance of the annual
meeting and-or make nominations from
the floor. .
Attendance prizes will be awarded at
the conclusion of the meeting.
Two Sections -26 Pages
LuAnn Philpot has become quite an expert in enjoying
and preparing Mexican dishes. For some of her tested and
proven recipes see "Cooking Corner" on page 15.
hot and humid -
Mostly clear, hot and humid
tonight and becoming partly
cloudy on Thursday. .Lows
tonight in the low to mid 70s.
Highs Thursday in the low to mid
90s-. Winds light southerly tonight
"and Thrlftday
Partly cloudy and cooler
Fri0ay through Sunday with a






















first-class matter mailed by an
individual to a point within the United
States and would involve specially
printed stamps. •
To qualify for the rate, Bailer said,
ZIP codes must appear in both the
delivery and return addresses, one of
which 'mist be handwritten. The letters
also must meet standard size and shape
requirements. _





A free course in general mathematics
will be .offered in the Adult Learning
Center in Room 228 of Roy Stewart
Stadium at Murray State University
beginning July 11.
Chuck Guthrie, center director, said
the course will be available in both
daytime and evening sessions on
Mondays and Thursdays through Aug
25. Day Asses will meet from 19 to
j :30 a. m. and evening classes from
6:30 to 8 p. m.
He added that the course Is designed
for the adult who is interested in a
mathematics refresher course in
preparation' for the Genera:
Educational Development (GED test
for a highachool equivalency, as well a•
for those who use it as a refresher
course for college or, to .help their
children with their homework.
Anyone 16 years of age or older who is
not now enrolled in a public school ma
take the course.
Participants may register by callinc
(502) 762-6971 or by visiting the center





remmimications specialist in ea
chighood education, has joined the
faculty at Murray State University.
A native of Philadelphia, Pa., Dr
Shechtman will teach three, four and
five-year-old children in a multi-age
classroom- in 
childhood education program.
beginning with the- fall semester.
according • to Dr. Charles May,
chairman of the Department of Child
Studies. He also will teach colleahrel
courses in the-department.
Dr. Shechtman received his
undergraduate degree in 1972 in radio.
television and films from Temple
University, and in 1973 earned a
master's degree in educational
psychology at the same institution.
He has recently completed his
doctoral studies at Temple where his
dissertation °dealt with the relative
influence of television'characters and
the occupation Of parents on the
'fOupational choices of children..
Mrs. Shechtman is 'the former
Michele Johnson of Philadelphia. They
-have no children. Dr. Shechtman's
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Karl
Shechtman, 1816 Strahle Street.
Philadelphia. United States, Hubbard said.
• •
The first official event of the 1977
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair
will be held Friday evening when 21
local girl.; compete for the title of .Miss
Calloway County Fair Queen.
The beauty pageant, sponsored by the
Sigma Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, will get underway at
7:30 p. m. July 8 at Lovett Auditorium
on the Murray State University
campus. The official opening of the fair
week will be held Monday night at the
fairgrounds and the fair will run
through Saturday evening.
Larry England will emcee the beauty
pageant and entertainment during the
contest will be provided by a combo
consisting of Chuck Simons, Joe
Dunlap, and Eddie Beshear. Judges for
the contest will be Sue and Jim Talbott
of Camden, Tenn. and Mary Schiller of
Paducah. .
. The contestants were being
entertained today at a luncheon swim
. party at the. home of Mr. and .Mrs.
Donald Keller on College Farm Road.
Mrs. Jane Prince and Mrs. Judy
Muehleman, co-chairmen of the
pageant for the Sigmas, along with the
Jaycees have urged the public to
support the event. The proceeds of the
pageant will benefit the Glenda Boone
Memorial Scholarship fund.
Awards to-be given the Ike% fair
queen and her court include a savings
bond and silver -Revere bowl from the
Sigma Department flowers from the
Poppye Shoppe; a color portrait from
Artcraft Photography; gift certificates
from The Place, Littleton' s-
Mademoiselle and Fashion Two-
Twenty.. .
In addition; Murray Datsun will
provide a car for the queen's use during
the- week-of the fair, Sue and Charlie's
will provide her with a dinner for two
and Mary KIY- Cosmetics wilt present
.her with a gift. Merle Norman
Cosmetics will donate gift certificates
t.) the queen and Miss Conaaniality•end
;rill provide complimentary facials for
each contestant.
Each entrant will also receive an
engraved charm from the _Sigma
Department. •
The 1977 Queen will -be crowned by
1976's Calloway County Fair Q een,
Miss Kathie Broach.
The lineup of activities for the eek
of the fair is:
Monday, July 11 - The 4-H Rabbit
Shelf' will be held- at--5-p-rn-with _
TO REUNQUISH CROWN-1976 Calloway County Fair Queen Miss
Kathie Broach will relinquish her crown to her successorfriday night as the
1977 Queen is selected from a field of 21 contestants Miss Broach_is-the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Broach of Murray. The pageant will begin at
7:30 p. m. in Lovett Auditorium on the Murray State XniVersity campus.
(Photos of contestants on page 22)
official opening ceremonies for the fair
at 7 9. inur-wheel driya
irrunediately Tollow the official opening.
• Tuesday, July 12 - A Jersey cattle
show will be held at 10 a. m. Feature
attraction for the evening will be a
demolition derby which will begin Jit 7.
p. m.
Wednesday, July 13 - A Holstein-
Friesian cattle show is scheduled for 10
\ a. m. and an open rabbit show will beheld at 5 p. m. The An-American Rough
Riders precision driving team will
performat. 7 p. m. and a fireworks show
will be held during the evening.
ThulidaIt, ii*.,A4t.-Kidittille.PkY a) .
the carnival os at
,.. 
p. m. and the 4-
Hand FFA DairY shows will be held at 6
p. m. A horse and mule pulling contest
will be featured at 7 p. m.
' Friday, July 15 - Beef cattle shows
will get underway at 10 a. m. and family
night will begin at 5 p. m. A music show
will be held at 7 p. m. Friday.
Saturday, July 16 - A hog show and
Farm Burcau Day are slated to begin at
10 a. m. and a tractor pulr will get
started at6:30 p.m
Year-Round Auto Registration
Being Considered For Kentucky
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) - Motorists
may not -have to stand in line for car
registration next year if a legislative
panel today approves a proposal for
year-round auto registration.
The new system would go into effect
Jan. 1, 1978, if 'approved 'by the
administrative 'regulations review
subcommittee.
The proposed regulation was drafted
by the State Transportation
Department under a 1976 stale law
directing establishment of registration
distribution as uniform as practicable
throughout the year. The measure has
been opposed by the Attorney General's
Office and some county clerks.
Under the proposal, the owner of a
car registered in Kentucky on Dec. 31.
1977, would have to buy . his new car
license plates by March 1, just as he
does now. The' March deadline would
apply as long as he owns the same car
Or cars.
But anyone who registers a car in
. Kentucky for the first time after Jan. 1
• would have itt-eenew his license by the
_last day of the-Muni* -preeedrng the
month in which he fi?st.,7gistered the
car.
For example, a new car or a ed car
from another state registered fo
first time in Kentucky ir May. 197
Grant Awarded
Univerity
U. S. Congressman Carroll Hubbard
announced today that the Office of
Education Department of Health
Eductilion and Welfare has awarded a
$27,029 grant to the College of Human
Development and Learning at Murray
State University...
The grant has been awarded to aid in
the teaching of the revised metric
system of measurement. Grants of this
type are being made available to
educational agencies throughout the
would have- to be registered again by
April 30, each year thereafter. The fee
would remain the same-$12.50. The
car owner would be able to purchase his
tags during the two montrs_preceding
the expiration date.
'Stephens also said owners of More
than one vehicle would have to make
more than one trip to the courthouse.
The Transportation Department said
it gave objections voiced af a publiC-
hearing "affirmative consideration" as
See AUTOS
Page 14, Column 2
One-Lane Traffic To Begin
At Cairo Bridge Next Week
Deck renovation of the Wickliffe-
Cairo Brtdge on U. S. 51 over the Ohio
River will begin next week according to
district highway engineer 'Robert
Hodges of the_ Reidland i-office,
Kentucky Department of_ 
Transpartation.
Hodges said that traffic restrictions
.tornta'7,tfhrfaic. Monday, July 11.
"From J July 18, duiVir-uly 11 to








the bridge," Hodges said. "Beginning
.at 7 a. Mt (CDT) July 18 and continuing
.indefinitely;" Hodges added, -"traffic
will -be restricted to one lane 24-hours
per day."
Hodges said that after 7 am. July 11,
v cles or loads wider than eight feet
will ltet,te permitted on the bridge .nor




that a r July la,- current
traffic conditions ma • 'obtained by
calling "bridge control •n -citizens
band radio channel 19 or by p mg the
Department of Transportation a
898-2431.
• ' Later on in . the construction
.period," Hodges added, "there will be
24-hour periods when the bridge will be
closed to all vehicles with gross weight
in excess of 5,000 pounds," Hodges Said,
adding that "the Department of
Tratsportation will notify the public of
these restrictions wit* information
signs and through-the news media."
The highway engineer said that the
-construction contract allows 215
working days for the project and that
with "normal conditions the project is
expected to be completed by late fall or,
winter of 1978.
Hodges urged persons planning to
cross -the-Ohio-River at, the bridge to
allow for delays due to the one-lane
traffic. He also urged motorist,: to be
-extremely. eautious.when crossing the
bridge be-cause of the hazards
_presenled to m tar t 
alike during the renovation.
Trial For Two
Begins Today
Trial began today in L'S District
Court in Paducah for--Mberto M. Vera
grid.Max Putnam, according to the U. S.
Clerk's office,.
Putnam and Vera-are charged with
conspiracy and unlawful import into ..
the United States of marijuana, a
Schedule I controlled sntrStance,
cording to the clerk's office.
'ury was being selected in the
case (hi •torning
TI* Aar stenT irom (he crash of
an airplane in I Smith County Texas
in June, 1976. The a lane, registered
to Dr. James Ray Ammo of Murray,
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Celebration Planned North Pleasant Grove
Plans Event Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Roberts
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Roberts will be honored at a reception in
celebration of their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, July
10, from two to five p. m. at the Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
- All friends and relatives are invited to call during the af-
ternoon, and the couple requests that guests not bring gifts.
The couple was married on July 8, 1927, at Paris, Tn. Mrs.
Roberts is the former Mittie Hutson, daughter of the late Joe
and RPq-cie Hutson. Mr. Roberts is the son of the late Henry and
Eunice Roberts. They both grew up in Calloway County, but
lived in Detroit, Mich., most of their married life until about
ten years ago when they retired and moved to their home on
Murray Route Five.
• Mr. and Mrs. Roberts ,have two daughters, Mrs. Doris
• Baranowski of Rickman, Tn., and Mrs. Don ( Joyce) Markle of
Murray Route Four, one son, Gerald Roberts of Livonia,
Mich., thirteen grandchildren, and three great grandchildren.
It 4.1 II ith pleasure
that nc announce
that .s;usan Ilindrunt
has made her selet-
ttonl front ott; brular."-
%
registrA.
..41..110 is the bride-
elect of Tint Thur-




chestnut' 511 Mumiy, 
Kentucky
Plans for the potluck lun-
cheon to be held at the North
Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church on
Sunday, July 10, the beginning
day of the revival, were made
at the meeting of the
Presbyterian Church Women
held at the home of Virginia
Jones -with' the president,
Margery Crawford, presiding.
- The meat, bread, and drinks,
will be furnished by the
women, and each family is
asked to bring the other foocL
for the meal to be served
following the morning worship
services.
The Rev. Earl Phelps, a
former pastor of the church,
will be the speaker for the
revival to open on Sunday,
July 10. No business meeting
of the churelkwomen will be
held during the month 01. July
due tg. the revival services.
Margaret .Nell Boyd was in
charge of the program on
"Food For The Hungry'
presented, at the meeting at
the Joiing' home. Mrs. Boyd
said the purpose of the lesson
was to discover the Christian's
responsibility in a hungry
world, to accept the challenge
the responsibility brings, and
"what action may we take?"
Others taking part in the
program were Linda Thornton
on, -being aware of the hungry
problem;" Emma Dean
Lawson on "concern ,of This.
Pro (;roup PairinA;s
Listed Fok. Tennis
Pairings for the Pro Group
of Women's tennis at the
Murray Country Club for play
-on Friday, .luiy 8, at 9:30 a.
m., have been announced as
follows:
Mary Jane Jackson, Sue
Overbey, Corinne Stripling,
" and Lanette Hunt.
Lois Keller, Nancy Whit-
m;r, Brenda lVlarqUardt, and
Judy Carroll.
Shirlley( Homra, Patsy'
Oakley, Anne Burke, and
Rainey Apperson.
problem;" and Sonja Speight





Eva Lowe, and Mildred Lowe.
Refreshments weie served in
Mrs. Jones. .
The next regular meeting
will be held August 8 at seven
p. m. at the home of Margaret




Mrs. Leonard King of New




Mrs. Robert Mabry of
Murray has been dismissed






Division of the Tappan
Company, has been trasferred
to Winchester Nursing Home.
'Winchester Road, Mansfield.
Ohio, 44907, where he is
recovering front a stroke
suffered on Feb. 12 of this
year. He appreciates cards
and letters and looks forward
to visitsalthough he.is unable
to coMmunicate well with
people. He is no longer
paralyzed, but is very weak
and confined to a wheelchair
Though most birds
smaller than man, 04.4
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All Name Brands






Handbags 1/2 Price NoRefunds
Wedding Planned
if iss Paula Rhea Crump
Mr. and Mrs. Rhybon Crump of Cadiz announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Paula hea, to James Clayton Flood, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Claytrin E. Flood of Cadiz.
The bride-elect graduated from 'Trigg County High School
mnd Murray State University where she was a member of
Alpha Beta Alpha. Slie is presently employed by the Trigg
County Board of Education. Her grandparents are Mrs. J. M.
Crump of Murray Route Three and Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Crump
of Cadiz Route Three.
Her fiance graduated from Trigg County High School and
Murray State University. He is presently employed by the
Ksentucky Department of Agriculture, Division of Markets. His
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Rob Hood of Cadiz Route Two
and Mrs. Mamie Anthony of Cadiz Route Four.
The wedding is schedWed for Saturday, August 6, at seven p.
m. at the Oak Grove Baptist Church, Cadiz. The reception will
.follow at the home of the bride-elect's parents.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend.
Bridal Couple Honored At
Lookout At Green Palance•
A patio cookout at
Garrison's Green Balance
overlooking Kentucky Lake
was the occasion for honoring
Jennifer and Bill Hewlett, who
were recently married.
Co-hosting the fun filled
evening were Edith and Jim
Garrison, Geri and Jack
Anderson: and Barbara and
Hanip Erwin.
The young couples were
taken on a•.cruise of the lake
aboard the Erwin pontoon
•• where they were served hors
.d'oeuvres. Enjoying the
h(,spitality were Jennifer and
B11, Kathy and George Long,.
Rsematy and David
Graham, Linda and Gary
Haverstock, and Lanette and
Eddie Hunt.
The -group returned to a
delicious shish kebab supper
With '-homemade ice cream
served buffet style. The tables
JEFFERSON
WAS PRO-METRIC
CHICAGO API — Thomas
Jefferson recommended that
the United States adopt the
,metric system of measurement
in 1790, according to World
Book Ercyclopedia. Congress
rejected the idea.
In 1821, John Quincy Adams,
then U.S. Secretary Of State,
proposed conversion to the met-
ric systo.m. CongreSs again re-
jected the
were decorated with colorful
checked cloths and fresh
vegetable centerpieces.
Places were marked With
gift wrapped packages con-
taining clever - and useful
kitchen items. The honorees
were presented with a. unique
"punch bowl" containing the
items.
Also invited were Debna




Mr. and Mrs. Mohammad
Mo'ghadamian of
Elizabethtown are the. parents
of a baby boy, Brent Douglas,
weighing six pounds 132
ounces, born on Friday, June
24, at 8:44 a. m. at the Hardin
County Memorial Hospital.
They have - another son,
Eric, age 2'2. Both the father
and mother are teachers in the
Elizabethtown School System.




Tehran, Iran; and Mi. and
Mrs. Thomas Crowell of
Murray Route Five. Great
grandparents are Kelly Smith
of New Concord and Mr. and






Savings up to 50%
Lindsey's Jewelers
114 S. 5th Murray
JANE MORGANTI
elkentil Saber






Family Har Care Center
Central Shopping Center



























worth the terror of
DEEP





Rocking Chair Theatres — 753-3314
"Two years ago
I said Benji was the most
entertaining family _picture
of our time.
Maybe of all time.
I was wrong.
This one is better!"
Theo WNW-
OF Dierill
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tiNIrs11 NI I\
Wednesday, July 6 •
- Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include medicinal
plant walk at campground
bath house at 10:30 a. m.,
scavenger hunt on hotel porch
at one p. m., pool ex-
travaganza ...at hotel pool at
2:30 p. m., macrame
workshop for ages 12 and up in
hotel recreation Nom at 3:30
p. m., volleyball delight at
hotel tennis court at 4: 30-p m.,
fishing seminar at hotel
meeting room at seven p.
and sing-a-long at garden
room of hotel at eight p. m.
Thursday, July 7
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at eight p. m.
Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees is scheduled
to meet at seven p. m.
-Ellisttenter will be open
from ten a. m. to three p. m.
for senior citizens with
devotion at 10:05 a. m., hand
work and visiting at 10:30 a.
m., sack lunch at noon, and
table games at one p. m.
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include kiddie
walk at front porch of hotel at
11:30 a. m., air hocky tour-
nament at hotel game room at
1:30 p. m., water balloon toss
on front porch of hotel at 2:30
- p. rrE, Kenlake games on front
lawn of hotel at 3:30 p. m.,
macrame workshop at hotel
recreation room at 4:30 p. m.,
Kentucky State Parks slide
show at hotel meeting room at
seven p. m., and square dance
at campground bath house at
8:30 p. m.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a potluck supper at six p.
m.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include han-
dloom weaving workshop at
Empire Farm from 9:30 a. m.
to 3:30 p. m. with-
preregistration needed, and
color slide show on snakes at
Center Station at two p. m.
Junior golf will be at




Fair Pageant, sponsored by
Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club, will be held at
the Lovett Auditorium,




tivities include nature walk at
campground bath house at
10:30 p. m., bombardment at
hotel tennis court at 1:30.p. m.,
crinoid hunt on front porch of
hotel at 2:30 p. m., stick craft
at hotel recreation room at
3:30 p. m., softball game at
campground bath house at
4:30 p. m., Kenlake State Park
slide show at hotel meeting
room at seven p. m., and
Lakeside Singers at hotel
meeting room at 8:30 p. m.
Shopping for senior citizens
will be held and call by 9:15 a.
m. and 11:30 a. m. to 753-9725
for transportation.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a work day from 9:30 a.
m. to three p. m. and fun night
at six p. m.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include color
slide presentation of nature at
Center Station at two p. m.,
and 45 minute trail walk to














and posture and have




!7he Step .eackler Sale Starts10:00 a.m.Thursday
July Summer Clearance













































































































Closing Out- Special Group






Reg. $2.39 to $1.50
$100
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:pers, you save coupons.
So take any coupon you have
for Maxwell House Coffee .
—Regular or Instant —or
Sanka Brand Decaffeinated'
• -- Coffee Regular, Instant or -
Freeze-Dried.
• July only!
Add 500 more to your
coffee coupons
• Here's a brand-new way to save real money on coffee
—and it's as easy as 1,2,3.
1 If you're like most ;shop- Then.clip the Boilus Offer
at the bottom of the page.
It's worth an extra 50it if it's
combined with that coupon
you saved. Take them both
to your stare,
3'uo save the cum binedtotal of both. '
For example: say you've got.
a 20c to 400 coupon for one Of
these coffees.  With the ..
Bonus Offer for 50v 7 you_ .
avea kraild..folal 'of 70ft to .
90v. Now aren't you glad you
savecoupons? But hurry:
Offer ends July 31, 1977.
( •
EXAMPLE:
. - Say you hare a eoupon.worth,.. .204z to 40q
(Maxwell House', or Sanka Coffee
With this Bonus Offer for 
You can now save a total of ; . .700 t 900
'BONUS OFFER— WHEN COMBINED WITH REGULAR COUPON
when presented with a coupon
redeemable on Maxwell House
„Regular Maxwell House Instant
Sanka 
I 
Brand Decaffeinated Coffee ' 
"—Instant Regular or Freeze Dried
L
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Best Time Of The Day
Is Its Early Morning
For the past several weeks, I have
been having the tune of my life —
walking. I walk in the early morning
before much of Murray is awake. To
me, the best time of the day is its early
hours, especially during the spring,
summer and fall.
I've never convinced my wife of this.
Rip Van Winkle must have been an
ancestor of hers, judging from the way
she loves to "sleep in" in the morning.
Next to a big city shopping center
safari, that to her is one of life's
greatest luxuries.
I've always awaken early. This is a
carryover, I suppose from carrying
papers as a boy, standing sunrise
reveilles in the Army and years of
commuting to an innter-city office. Now
that I have the tune to sleep late, I
can't.
' ++++++
Lately, I have been on an early
morning walking jag, and these cool
'ones are perfect for getting in some
healthy, invigorating exercise. More or
less a creature of habit, I generally
follow the same route each morning,
crossing Sycamore at 11th, on north to
Poplar, east to South 8th, south to Vine
back to South 9th alongside the Bob
Miller estate, south on 9th to Sycamore
back west to 11th and home. That's 2.5
miles, and I make it in about 30
minutes.
If I can manage an early start, say at
about 5:30 a. m., I'll. go on downtown
and circle the court square before
heading for home. That's 3.5 miles.
Aboat—the—erily things working
downtown at that hour are the traffic
signals, but Pat Watkins, one of the
service managers at Parker Ford,
generally is these wating for Rudy's to
open- up so he can get his bacon and
eggs. :
Every day I seem to notice something
new along my route. The sun comes up
Lookilig Baek -
10 Years Ago
The Board of Regents of Murray
State University has appointed Marvin
0. Wrather as acting president of-the
university during the airless vi Dr.
Ralph H. Woods.
The Western Kentucky Community
Mental Health 0,Center for nine
Purchase countiesibegan operation on
July 5. • t.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Louella
Lane.
Cathy Harris,--daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James Harris, has been selected
as a delegate to the national meeting of
the Future Homemakers of America to
be held at Los Angeles, Calif., July 10-
13.
Bobby Galloway, Bobby Herndon,
and Roger Hutson who are taking their
boot training at Great Lakes, Ill., Naval
Base will march in the "Salute the
Flags" parade in downtoweChicage,
Ill., on July 8.
20 Years Ago
Lorna Boss, Sharon Outland, Donna
Grogan, Carolyn Palmer, Toni
Burchett; Keith Hays, Bobby Ray,
Sandra Bedwell, Janet Like, Stella
Adams, Joyce Hargis, and Randy
Patterson were Calloway County 4-H
campers to receive awards at the
Western Kentucky 4-H Club Camp at
Dawson Springs.
Privates Mason G, Billington and
James M. Billington are receiving on-
the-job training in transportation at
Fort Eustis, Va., under the Reserve
Force Act program.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Lucille
C. Ford, age 6.
Chad SteWart has accepted a position
as assistant coach in football and
basketball at Olivet College, Olivet,
Mich.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat-Thornton have
returned home after a vacation at
Chattanooga, Tn., .and with the Rev.
and Mrs. Earl Phelps at Birmingham,
Ala.
 1:CM'S-Age:
One room schools at Brooks Chapel,
Palestine, Pleasant Hill, Coldwater,
Dexter, Outland, Pottertown, and
Independence will open on July 14,
according to Prentice L. Lassiter,
superintendent of Calloway County
Schools.
Diseases of the heart Ivhich killed
forty-seven Calloway countians in 1946
are the most frequent cause of death
here, according to records of Dr. J. A.
Outland, county health officer.
Deaths reported include Miss Ella
Paschall, age 67.
The Lakeview Community Church,
located near Pine Bluff at Loyal
Farmer's camp, has been completed
and will be dedicated today.
The Rev. S. C. McKee. pastor of the
.College Presbyterian Church, attended
the first national assembly of the
Westminister Fellowship at Grinnell,
with a brilliant orange blaze just about
the time I'm crossing Sycamore
between the beautifully landscapped
and manicured yards of Woofin Hudson
and Audrey Simmons. That's a
majestic grove of oak trees along in
there.
Ray Brownfield, I've notice, just
couldn't get away from the land.
011 8e5g sold his place on Johnny
Robertson Road to Bobby Malone, he
and Geneva are now living on the
corner of Circarama and Fairlane. He
doesn't have much backyard, but he
has sold Jack Gardner on letting him
plow up some of his side yard for a
garden, and its a pretty one. In fact, it is
one of 37 I can see and count along my
route.
One of the prettiest gardents I've
watched grow is that of Mrs. Myrtle
Futrell on Poplar. It looks like she has
just about everything imaginable
planted in it in three different stages of
growth so something always is corning
in when others we going out.
+'+++++
Jack_. Gardner sports- it -special
streetside "mail box" for his Courier-
Journal, a carryover from his
Frankfort years, so his paper won't get
wet. He also sends Alma Lee out in her
robe and slippers to get it for him. You
can't beat that for a retirement benefit!
Do dogs bother me? No, not really.
At first, there was big, white dog who
would be lying on a porch on Poplar
each morning when I would come
along. He would just lie there with his
head between his paws following me
with his eyes until I was about even
with him. Then he'd start barking. That
would lead to someone opening the
door, muttering something to him and
letting him in the house.
He hasn't been there lately.
Apparently his master has tired of
getting up to let him in and is keeping
him somewhere else.
Further down Poplar just across
from the Church of Christ, there is
another one, a little white Spitz-like
fellow. He will come charging out like
he is going to eat me up. The first few
times he almost nicked my nimble
ankles.. -
Then I started carrying a golf club
with me and had to take a swing or two
at him before he would leave me alone.
What little jogging I do, I 'ye been doing
it along there.
++++++
T. Sledd generally is on his screened
porch reading his paper, and Carnie
Andrus is heading for the Little Red
Hen or some other eating place for his
breakfast about that time of day. The
shifts are changing at the hospital, too,
as sleepy-eyed nurses and white-clad
personnel arrive and leave.
You also notice * lot of wild life,
rabbits, squirrels and birds. One
morning I saw four rabbits, one behind
the other, cross the street on South 11th,
all headed, apparently for someone's
garden. The doves are busily picking up
grit from the streets, and the squirrels
pay little attentioato me as they munch
on the ferhs around Doc Hutson's trees.
All the sightti are not heart-warming,
though: The beer cans and litter tossed
into yards and ditches; the smashed-up
automobiles waiting for Dub Polly at
Buck's Body Shop and the sleepy-
headed little ones being wagged off to a
baby sitter at that early hour so
. momma can work somewhere out in
town.
But you can't have everything, even
early in the morning.
,
WRITE TO POLITICIANS - -
A; a service to our t•eaders, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
corigessional switchboard, 202-724-
31217'
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
-3327--Dirksen---B4ildin4 Washington.
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr:
204 Cannon House Office Bldg•
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by. dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building;
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators
serving Calloway County are:
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
Route 7 •
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 •
Rep. Keaaeth C. lines
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Lots of of spinning ---no progress
Washington Today By WALTER R. MEARSAP Special Correspondent
Government Facing Paradox
On Tobacco Price Supports
WASHINGTON — Jim Johnson
put out his cigarette and went to do
battle against tobacco. He lost.
Johnson Rep. James 47.
Republican of Colorado — was trying to
get Congress to kick the habit by
eliminating the system of price
supports and loans to tobacco growers.
Logic was on his side since, as he put
it, there is something schizophrenic
about a government that promotes
tobacco as a farm product and
condemns it as a health hazard.
But then, the congressman iatt't..
altogether consistent, either. "I am a
smoker," he said, and every time I
smoke a cigarette I see the warning:
the surgeon general has determined
that cigarette smoking is hazardous to
your health."
But knocking off the price support
program, as his amendment proposed,
is hazardous to the interests of farmers,
most of them concentrated in a half-
dozen Southern and Border states.
As seniority would have it, there is a
good deal of congressional clout
concentrated there, too. That runs up
the odds against repeal of the tobacco
price support program.
Nevertheless, Johnson IS planning to
try again later this month- with an
amendment to phase out the supports
after two or three years. That way, he
says, the Agriculture Department
would have time to study the impact on
farmers and consider steps to ease
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, July 6, the 187th
day of 1977. There are 178 days left Jr
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1923, the Union
Soviet Socialist Republics was formed.
On this date:
In 1699, the notorious pirate, Captain
William Kidd, was taken into oustody in
Boston. He later was hangac
England. • •
In 1777, during the gmerican
Revolution, a British force under
General John Burgoyne captured Fart
Ticonderoga, New York.
In 1837, the Republic of Texas sent an
ambassador to Washington.
ID 1919, the first crossing of the
Atlantic by airship took place as a
British dirigible landed at New York's
Roosevelt Field.
In 1945, Nicaragua became the first
nation to formally accept the United
Nations Charter.
In 1971, jazz musician Louis
Armstrong died at the_age_of 71 
Ten years ago: Attorney General
Ramsey Clark issued new regulations
which he said would forbid all
wiretapping and virtually al'
eavesdropping by Federal agent,
except in national security cases.
Five years ago: In California, .1
young gunman hijacked an airliner in
San Diego and collected nearly balf
million dollars in ransom befor,
surrendering in Oakland.
One year ago: Britain's Queen
Elizabeth arrived in the United States
for a six-day Bicentennial visit.
Today's birthdays: Actress ,Jar'-
Leigh is 50 years old. Televisi,
personality Mery Griffin is 52.
Thought for today: The
simple truth is rarely pure and never
pure and
simple — Oscar Wilde, Irish writer,-
their problems.
But the paradox stands. The
government spends about $44 million a
year to support tobacco prices, inspect
and grade crops and underwrite
research on production. The same
'government spends $3 million directly,
and much more indirectly, to cope with
tobacco as a health program.
There are powerful economic
arguments on the other side of the
ledger. Tobacco is the fifth largest cash
crop for U.S. farmers, and about 600,000
of them get some income by growing it
Many of them are small farmers, and
President Carter said as a candidate
that elimination of the support program
would have a devastating impact on
them, forcing many' off their land.
Carter has since reaffirmed his support
for the tobacco program.
Tobacco generates about $6 billion a
year in taxes, and about $1.6 billion in
exports.
Johnson says the industry is healthy
enough to get along without
government price supports. But
advocates of the program contend that
without them, thqpsands of small
farmers would face bankruptcy,
corporate agriculture would take Over
an increasing share of production, and
there would be more tobacco on the
market.
Controls on tobacco acreage go along
with the price supports. .
•-_
We've got to agree with the statement
made by a Kentucky State Police
spokesman concerning, the state's
highway death toll over the Fourth of
July holiday weekend.
Sixteen persons died on state
highways during the 78-hour period
compared with 21 in the corresponding
interim last year and 22 during the
recora in 1966.
, "...it's kind of ridiculous to be
satiSfied" merely because Kentucky
motorists did not kill themselves at the
same rate as last year the KSP official
said.
The only thing we should ever be
satisified with is a 'holiday weekend in
which no lives are needlessly snuffed
out.
"We certainly need to do something
reach people in  the_prinie of life and
tell them to be aware and stay alive,"
Lt. Ernest Bivens of the KSP Public
Affairs Division said Tuesday. He was
referring to the fact that 14 of the 16
killed in Kentucky over the past
weekend were under the age of 33.
"We had all the manpower 'Mid
hardware that was available," he said.
"But as usual the -driving public did
what we have grown to expect."
As in Congress, so in the Cabinet, it is
hard to square the programs through
which the government helps tobacco
growers and tries to discourage users.
Joseph A. Califano Jr., the secretary
of health, education and welfare, says
,the government should examine what it
is doing to encourage cigarette
emoking.
"We should certainly not De doing
anything to make it cheaper," he said.
But the price support program doesn't
make tobacco cheaper, it makes it
more expensive. . -  
In Congress, efforts to eliminate the
support program run into that vry
argument: if the government getslout
of the market, tobacco will cost less and
more people may start smoking.
Centeno, incidentally, is a former
cigarette smoker who quit.
Secretary of Agriculture Bei
Bergland, who chews tobacco, "Says
he'll handle the crop program and leave
the smoking-and-health issue alone.
"I'm not qualified to judge in that
regard, and Joe Califano .assured me
that he's not going to get into the price
support issue," he said.
That would keep the two faces of
government policy neatly separated, if
not in tune. That's the way it is with
tobacco. Jim Johnson knows that. He
managed to quit smoking for seven
years, but he's back on cigarettes,
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Three laborers in Minsk 'found
themselves in a heap of troubr4 — all
because of the time they punched in at
their jobs.
The first was five minutes late. He
was arrested for holding up production.
The second arrived at his job five
minutes early. He was arrested . for
Spying.
. . The third worker !lunched in at his highway signs that is bound to come
for weargg an American watch:' --
0+0
Federal 'N,ighway Administrator
be expecting a round
apping an announced
version of U. S.
William Cox
of applause for s
plan to begin c
highway signs to the metric system
next year. He says his \nail was running
overwhelmingly againgt the change.
But we're not in theeering section,
even if it's _comfortable to go on
reckoning distance and speed in mileS
and miles per hour. When Congress
adopted the Metric ConverSion Act of
1975 it recognized the ultimate benefit
in Weaning the United States, one of the
last holdouts, off the oldF,nglish\system
of Weights and measures. It provided
that conversion would be voluntary,
and set no timetables, but the \ art
represents a commitment tkat
government agencies should be taking.
seriously — and uniformly.
Highway-departments in 24 states are \\
moving into metric road signs even if
Mr. Cox's federal agency is not. The•
fedeial government parceled out $2.1
million in grantsto public schools last
year-to help put metric into classrooms.
The U. S. , Geological Survey is
converting to metric maps. The
Agriculture Department is issuing crop
yield data in metrics. Many industries
are well along with conversion
' programs, as auto mechanics and
grocery shoppers, among others, are
finding out:
*Getting used to metric measure isn't
going to be easy for people who grew up
with the old system, but Mr. Cox is
simply takihg the easy way out with his
decision to postpone a switchover in
us7: 1:21. • ANIV-v 
„, e frarrecii.:wto. Zallat
• ....wrelArgrarigreCellin. Zr
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HEARTLINE is a service for sealer
citizens of all ages, its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. II you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton SL, West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I will be retiring in
five years. I can see now that between
my Social Security and my pension
check it will be difficult to survive after
retirement.
.1 have thought about working on the
side for a little extra income, but I
would really prefer it to be a little
business of my own. Where can I get
some information on starting a small
business? W. C.
ANSWER'. - The Small Business
Administration in Washington, D. C.,
has a long list of free publications on
this subject, such as handicrafts,
nurseries, bookstores, job printing
shops, woodworking shops, hobby
shops, marketing research procedures,,
basic library reference sources, real
estate business and many more. Also
several booklets are available through
the GOvernrnent Printing Office,
ranging in price from 35 cents to $1.
Write to "Heartline — Extra
Income," 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381 for a free list or
these publications. Send a long, self-
addressed, stamped envelope with your
request.
HEARTLINE: Lam 64 years old and I
am a veteran of World War II.
I have been .receiving a service-
connected disability pension due to an
injury I received in the war. I must
wear a prosthetic device.
I heard from a friend that I may be
eligible to receive a clothing allowance
in addition to my service-connected
slisability pension) from the Veterans
AtImInistration. Is there a y truth fo—
this? B. H.
ANSWER: Yes. A vete ho wears
a prosthetic device which may Wear out
clothing or who uses a wheelchair can
be eligible for an annual clothing
allowance from the V. A.
Presently, the annual allowance is
$190.00.
Veterans with non-service connected
disabilities are not eligible.
HEARTLINE: I heard that President
Jimmy Carter made a proposal for the
Social Security program back in May.
My neighbor told me about this, but
could not remember any of the
particulars of the program. Do you
know anything about it? J. C.
ANSWER: In early May, • Clatter---
made- a''proposal to raise the Social
Security tax paid by employers Ind
many middle- and upper-income
Income Americans.
The President asked Congress to
divert funds from some general tax
funds into Social Security when the
unemployment level goes above 6 per
cent. The present unemployment rate is
about 7 per cent.
The plan would have employers pay
their share of Social Security taxes on
all of an employe's income instead of a
portion that they do now.
The maximum income which an
employe pays Social Security taxes
( presently $16,500 would raise $2400 by
1985 in addition to the expected
automatic increases.
Other provisions of this plan would
shift some revenues from the Hospital
Insurance Trust Fixed, the relative
healthy fund now used to pay the
hospitalization portion of Medicare,.
into Old Age. Survivors and Disability
Trust Funds that are now running out of
money.
The Social Security tax for self-
employed people would rise from 7 per
cent to 7.5 per cent. This plan of
Carter's has been attacked by
Republican Congressman Williarh M.
Ketchum' of California. Ketchum said
that Carter had told a group of
Congressmen earlier that his
administration would oppose any effort
to use general income tax revenues for
Social Security.
Bible Thought
Arid" when they saw him; they
worshipped him: but some doubled
Matthew 28:17.
ken in the. closest circle.
iriends there were thosse who doubl-
ed, even though they had seen
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STAIRCASE DRAWS VISITORS TO THE OLD CAPITOL
— Carol McGurk, chief tour guide for the Kentucky
Historical Society, descends the famous self-supporting
stairway which draws visitors to the Old Capitol It is
maintained by one keystone, the upper landing, and is
one of the few in the world, according to Carol. Over
119,000 people have visited the Old Capitol since its
restoration in 1975. Groups may arrange for tours by
contacting either Carol or the office of Gen. William
-Buster, executive director of the Kentucky Historical
Society by calling (502) 564-3016 or 7318.
KSBA Names New
Executive Director
.The President of the Ken- '
tucky School Boards
Associa_tion  IKSBM.  Dr ...LK _
Johnson, has announced the
appointment of James. P.
Melton as ExecOtive Director
of KSBA, effective July 1.
Melton is currently Deputy
Superintendent for
Elementary and Secondary
Education in the Kentucky
Department of Education. He
previously served as
Associate Superintendent of
Public Instruction, and was .
Assistant Superintendent for
Administration and Finance
from 1963 to 1975. •
He will succeed Maurice D.
Bement, who has served as
Eiecutive Director of the
School Boards Association
since 1962. Bement will con-
tinue with the Association in a
consultative capacity.
The Kentucky School
Boards Association is a
privatei, non-profit
piganization__ whose mem-
bership includes all of Ken-
tucky's -181 local boards of'
education. The Association
vrortes fOr the general im-
provement of public
elementary" and secondary
education, and the support of
local, lay control of education.
Melton, . a native of Knox
County, received his bat-
_cialgurfate degree from Union
College, and his Master, Of
Arts in Education degree from
Eastern Kentiicry University.
Jnion Colrege recently
honored Melton by awarding
him a,n honorary Doctor's
degree. His educational ex-
perience includes teaching
and a variety of ad-
ministrative positions at the
local district level, including






authority in the school finance
field, Melton has served as
consultant to the U.S. Office of
Education, several' state
departments of education, and
other groups.
KSBA President Dr. J. E.
Johnson said, "We are very
_ _fortutiate_to have a person of
Jim Melton's stature to
continue the leadership the
Kentucky School Boards
Association hat had under




Practical Nursing School Holds
Graduation For Its Sixth Class
The Paducah School of
Practical Nursing graduated
its 6th class of students Friday
June 17, at 7:00 p. m.
Graduation services were held
at the Grace Episcopal
Church In Paducah with the
Welcome and Introduction
were given by Don Nuckolls,
Coordinator of Vocational
Education in Region One..
The graduation address was
given by Dr. David Thomas,
Paducah Orthopedic Surgeon;
special music was by Gene
13Ondurant and Judy Bray;
-Trid the invocation and




--prefhted awards to four
students. The scholastic
award was presented to
Frances Harbison, Paducah.
The Art, Science & Spirit
Award was -presented to 
Judith Ferrell, Wingo, and the
Best Beaside Nurse Award
was presented to Camie Byrn
and Judy Tharp, both of
Mayfield.
The principal of the
;)ocational school, Benton
7.;atliff and thet nursing
'acuity, Mrs. Pa* Harris,
Nrs. Hazel Young, Mrs.
,Aarilyn Bynum and Mrs.:
..urline Thurman • presented
he students with the school
Nightingale lamps and
liplomas.
- Following the graduation
xercise a reception was held
for the graduates in the
reception hall of the church.
Those serving at the recepti%
were 1976 alumni, Mrs.
Carolyn Puckett, Mrs.






Camie Byrn, Wingo; Sandra





Paducah; Kathy Helm, Grand
Rivers; Debra Herrington,
Paducah; Elaine Keeton,
Kevil; Joan Kiezer, Paducah;
Pamela Klien, Symsonia;
Janie Lamb, Paducah; Linda
Lawson, Calvert City; Janlee
Nelson, Paducah; Vickie







Boaz; Judy Tharp, Mayfield,
Carol Thornburg, Marion; and
Carol Vick, Burna.
Hog Market
Federal State Market NewsService July
6,1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts : Act. 487 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts .50-1.00 Higher Sows 1.00-120
Nigher
US 1-2 300-230 lbs. . . $47.75-41.00 few 41.15
US 1-3 200-240 lbs $47.5047R5 .
US 2-4 240-200 lbs. $46.75.47.50
US 14 260-210 lbs. „ — .. 546.00-46.75
Sows 
. ,
US 1-2 270350 lbs.  $36 00-3700
US 14300.4501k. 131350-37.50
US 1-346044611w fig7.30-311.30












































Bugles 12 0, 2/99e
Armour Vienna
Sausage 5 oz 2/69`





































U S D.A. Choice-Boneless
Chuck Roast
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GUIDE AVAILABLE TO KENTUCKY TOURISTS — Dian-
ne Wells, (right) chairman of the Historical Highway
Markers Program of the Kentucky Historical Society
(KHS), explains the fisting of plaques. The KHS has the
GUIDE TO KENTUCKY HISTORICAL HIGHWAY
MARKERS available to members of the society for $150
and to non-members, $2. In 1973; a supplement was
published which sells for $2.25 to non-members and $2
to members. The KM has erected over 1,300 plaques,




Societh (KHS) has a guide
available to help tourists and
Kentucky 'history ' buffs plan
their summer travel around
the state.
The KHS administers the
historical markers program
and, in 1969, published the
Guide To Kentucky Historical
Highway Markers for easy
reference. In 1973, the KHS
published a supplement to the
original guide, which is
available to members of the
society for $2. Members of the
„KHS can purchase the guide
for *1.50 and the supplement
-for $2. Non-members may buy
the guide for $2 and the sup-
plement for $2.25.. -
-According to Dianne Wells,
chairman of the highway
markers program, "The guide
and supplement can help one
find sites with bits of Ken-
tucky history that may be new
to the individual."
One example she cited is the
birthplace of the inventor of
the famous.. Thompson sub-
machine gun, or Tommygun.
"Brig. Gen. John T. Thomp-
son was born in Newport,
Campbell County, and the
marker Is located on Third
Street," she. said.
Highway markers are used
to identifying early forts,
stations.. and settlemgints,
covered birdges, iron fur-
naces, hemp fields,
Revolutionary and Civil War
sites and all the origins of
county names. "In addition
the markers are,used to locare
the graves and birthplaces of




Wells said the KHS has
erected more than 1,300
plaques and at least 25 per
cent of these mark 'Civil War
sites.
'Processing a marker from
an idea to a plaque takes time,
thought and many people
working together," she said.
The. process involves per-.
sonnel, from the KHS and the
- Oepartrnent of Tran-
sportatio
"Suggest ons are submitted
to the county chairman, who
makes-reconunenations and
then sends the  to the KHS,"
said Wells. "We review them
and then forward all ap-
plications to a .\12-member
editing committee madeup of
persons from all over Ken-
tucky.."-;
Aft..r apphtatiung have
been checked by the com-
mittee for authenticity and
clarity of expression, Wells
7. and her assistant make a final
review before sending them to
be cast at Sewah Studios in '
Marietta, Ohio. "When the
marker is completed, it is
.shipped • to the appropriate
transportation department
district office. Transportation
personnel then erect the
marker at a site which they
and the county chairman have
approved," she 'continued.
The markers program is
funded to erect 40 plaques
each year, but there is still a
waiting list.
Copies of both the Guide and
the supplement can be -ob-
tained at most state parks and
by writing to Dianne Wells, --










Baby Girl Todd (mother
Virginia ), Rt. 5, Murray, Baby •
Boy Tavioe (mother LotMla ),
907 McClain, Paris, Tn.
DISMISSALS
J.D. Outland. Rt. 2 Box 285,
Murray, Tommy L. Guthrie, -
808 N. 18th, Murray, Charles
M. Morris, 215 S. 16th,
Murray, Mrs. Christine Jo):
McCoil, Box 109 Rt. 1, Murray,
David H. Jones, Rt. 1, Box 251,
Mayfield, Mrs, Hazel W.
Patterson, New Concord:Mrs.
Winona A. Williams, 1105
Mulberry Murray, Mrs. Linda
G..Stanley and Baby Boy, 1616
Patriot Ave., Paris,-Tn., Mrs.
Nita L. Smith and Baby Girl,
Rt. 2, Wingo, Mrs. Mary Jo
Newberry; Rt. 1,- - Box 251
Almo, Mrs. Nova A. Janes,
'Box 117,„ Farmington, Mrs.
Zana D. Beale, 1306 Story,
Murray, Mrs. Virginia
Houser, At. 3, Benton; Bennie
Simmons, 812 S. 9th, Murray.
Willard Jones, Rt.. 3, Box 335
Murray, Charles J. • Boesch,
Rt. 2, Box 290 Murray, Robert's
H. Williams, Rt,5,,Mufray.
Mrs. Etytha B. .Self, Rt. 5,
Murray, James W. Tapp, Rt.
5, Benton, Mrs. Hazel Adams
(expired), Rt. .1, Murray, Mrs.
Ruth Miller ( expired;, Rt. I,
Box 207, Murray.
LAKE- DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a m.
358.0, down-0.1.
Beloit, dam 362.7. up 0.1. 
Barkley Lake, 7.a. in. 351:II.
down 0.1.
Below dam 304.3. down 0.4.
Sunset 8:20 v. tn. Sunrise '
5:43 a. m.. .





Bel-Air Shopping Center. Murray
•
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CONSOLATION FINALISTS-Ed Ouisason, not pictured, sad Andrea Hogancomp (
first from left)
'won the consolation brocket in the Mixed Scrambles Tennis Tournement this 
post weekend by
defeating Janet Hamden (second from left) end Charlie Werner (extreme right).
CHAMPIONSHIP WINNERS-me ambles team of Gay Crass (left) and Gene LamleIt (m
ead
from left) combined to win the title in the championship division of the Mixed Scrambles 
Gables
Tournament lest weekend. They won over lunette Hunt (third from left) and A. W. Simm
ons (ex-
treme right). The teerney, 'powered by the Murray Tennis Association, raised approximately
$175 and the money will go toward the promotion of limier tennis in the immediate oroo.
(Staff Moose by lilts Resoder)
Crum Receives No Pay Raise
For Remaining At Louisville
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
The University of Louisville
athletic director says
basketball Coach Denny Crum
received no pay raise for
deciding not to accept an offer
to coach at UCLA.
"He's in the third year of a
five-year contract," Athletic
Director Dave Hart said
shortly after Crum had told a




appearances, said it was
-probably the toughest
professional decision I've ever
had to make."
"When your alma meter
calls, it's not an easy thing to
say no," Crum said.
Crum said his decision was
motivated by feelings and
remain- -- Louisville; --"it -concern -f or his family, his
doesn't mean that I wouldn't
renegotiate his contract if
need be, but we didn't," Hart
added.
Hart said Crum did not use
the UCLA offer "for
bargaining power or 'personal
gain."
Crum, who reportedly
makes about $35,000 a year,
Quax Sets Record
For 5,000 Meters
STOCKHOLM AP) - New
Zealander Dick Quai kept his
promise to break the 5,000-
meter world record and
became the third athlete to
shatter an international track
and field standard in 'five
days.
Officially clocking 13
minutes, 12.9 seconds, Quax
shaved 1-10th of a second off
the five-year-old, standard of
Belgium's Emil Putternan.
The new world
recordholder, who goes to the
United States after running in
Switzerland on Friday, said he
was not disturbed by the wind.
"In fact, I would have made
an honest attempt to break the
record even if there had been
a snow storm. I hid promised
myself 'to break it today,"
Quax said.
"Four New Zealanders have
been within a second of
breaking the world record
here, so it was about time
sorneone did its" Quax *said
after the race.
Quax, who missed the world
record by a '10th of a second
'here last year, broke the
record exactly 11 years after
Australian Ron Clarke had
broken it here in 1966.
Quax joins Kenya's Samson
Kimombwir ---and Vladimir
Yashchenko of the Soviet
Union as recent world-record
breakers.
Kimombwa lowered the,
.10,000-meter world mark last
Thursday in Helsinki, also by
1-10th of a second. On Sunday,
the 18-year-old Yashchenko
broke the high jump record by
clearing 7 feet, 73/4 inches.
conference tournament to
Georgia Tech.
In six seasons here, Crum's
.789 winning percentage,
based on a record of 139-37, is
-second among the nation's
major college coaches to
Jerry Tarkanian of the
University of Nevada-Las
Vegas. Tarkanian is 102-16.
Hart said Crum's decision to-
love for the university, "but
most of all my love for the
people and fans of Louisville."
UCLA Athletic Director J.
D. Morgan issued a statement
which made no mention of an
offer to Crum.
"Denny was a seriously
considered candidate for the
position as head basketball
coach at UCLA," the
statement said. "We have
interviewed other candidates
and will consider others." t---
Crum met last week with
Morgan and other • UCLA
officials now seeking a
eeplacement for Gene Bartow,
who resigned after two years.
Crum notified Louiville
officials' of his decision early
Tuesday, then called UCLA
prior to the conference.
Reading from a hand-
written statement, Crum
opened the ' session by
referring to "derogatory
remarks made . about our
recruiting."
There have been pubbshed
reports that the 40-ye1r-old
coach failed to attract_blue-
ribbon high school stars this
year.
"No program in the United
stay "spells out4the fact that
the second best basketball
coach in the country thinks
our program is better than the
one out there (at UCLA)."
Hart pointed out that Crum
had been an assistant at UCLA
under John Wooden, and said
"I think UCLA has reached a
peak, but we haven't come
close to peaking tri- ours.-
Dave Warren Sets MSU
Mark In 800-Meter Run
For the fourth time this year, Dave Warren
has set another new Murray State record for the
800-meter dash.
Warren, who last spring was the MSU Fresh-
man Athlete of the Year, set the mark in the
prestigious, Debenham (;ames at the Crystal
Palace Track Club in London last week.
Warrenlinished fourth in the meet in a time of
1:47.7 arifi knocked .1 second off his previous
mark.
The impressive thing iN as Warren was running
in some rather exclusi%e company.
Alberto Juantorena of Cuba, the Gold Medalist
in both' the 400 and 800-meters at the Olympics in
Montreal last summer, won the event in 1:45.5.
Tommy McLain of the United States was
second in 1 :45.8 while Steve Newman of Jamaica
was third in 1:46.8.
Warren finished in the front part of the pack
and in addition to taking fourth, beat a couple of
outstanding runners from Kenya.
This coming weekend., arren will be Funning
for the Great Britain National Track Team in a
meet against Finland.
Later this summer, before he returns to
Murray State for his sophomore year, Warren




CINCINNATI (AP) - Mike
Schmidt firmly believes that
"when you're trying to
impress sonkone, it usually
works against you."
-And maybe the fact that
my family comes down here
pumps me up a little more,"
said. Schmidt, though adding
he got off to a slow start this
But the Philadel-phia
-eason because "I was trying
phillies slugger, a Dayton,
Ohio, native, would have a
hard time convoking the
Cincinnati Reds of his theory.
"I think a lot of people from
his hometown come down here
for the games when he's in
town. He gets up for the games
and we can't stop him," 'Said
Reds catcher Johnny Bench of
Schmidt, whose three home
runs in a recent three-game
Reds-Phils series gave him 10
career homers in Riverfront
Stadium. .
Bench, explaining that the
three-time National League
home tun champion has hit
variety of. pitches froin Reds
hurlers, said, 'I wish we had
something else we could try
against him.
"I've always felt the ball
carries well 'here. There's
something about,the air This
is a good park to hit in.
f
Grandslam First Ever
For Tyson, Cards Win
PITTSBURGH (AP) - Lou Gehrig had 23 grand slam
home runs. Mike Tyson now has one.
"Never hit one before, not even in Little League," the 5-
foot-9 second baseman said Tuesday night after his bases-
loaded homer helped the St. Louis Cardinals beat the
Pittsburgh Pirates, 7-3.
Tys9n, who began the night batting .223, pulled his homer
over the left-field wall in the fourth inning off pitcher Jobn.
Candelaria.
"I was just trying to swing the bat. When you're hitting
.22C-something you're just trying to make contact," he said.
It was Tyson's third homer this season and the 10th of his
five-year career with the Cardinals. He had three a year ago,
two off Candelaria. '
"I don't know why I've had successsagainst him. It's just
one of those things, really," said Tyson, Whose homer backed
a nine-hitter by Bob Forsch.
Tyson noted that one homer he had last year off Candelaria
was inside the park.
"It was really a freak one. It went off Rennie Stennett's
glove at second base, ricocheted and rolled past the
outfielders," Tyson said. There was nothing freak about
Tyson's Tuesday night homer, which followed a. walk to Ted
Simmons and singles by Keith Hernandez and Ken Reitz.
Simmons, who added a two-run homer in the eighth off
reliever Grant, Jackson, also played a key ;role in the
Cardinals' postgame revelry, setting off a firecrackerin the
shower room.
The firecracker produced a long, loud whistle before it
finally boomed as Simmons exited the shower ar • th a
States, including UCLA, ever
gets all the players -they Vr,a,,t;47What are you talking about? I. didn't hear an',
recruit,'" Crum asserted. - firecracker," Simmons deadpanned later. --
"The derogatory remarks as- Candelaria was asked why he's allowed a, total of 14
to the quality of players we
have recruited this year are 
homers, mist of any Pirate pitcher this season.
"I'm not going to blame the ball even as much as they say
way out of line." it's been jumping this year," he said after his record fell to 8-
Crum said. he' was happy 3. "I've made some good pitches. I don't know how they're
with the players that
Louisville has signed, adding 
hitting them out. ".
Fursd. 1,11Y-4-,7teittedirttllioffittr15yAl 011ver in the
"we feel that we will.have.a fifth inning, but allowed only two hits over the last four In-
basketball team next year
flings'that will be competitive with "It was just one of those night.a where Forsch was the
anyone's in the country." best," said Oliver. "You have to give him 'credit for pitching
LouisvillE had a 21-7 record . one great ball game."
last season and won the-Metro • - •
7 Conference title, but lost in e Cardinals took a 1-0 lead- in the third when T
%I just felt good all the way around tonight:" said Fe'orscii.s.
Th
on
the semifinals of ther gled_gaisame home on a .triple by Garry Templeton.
Tyson's grand slam made it 5-0.
The three runs produced by Oliver's eenterfield homer in
the Pirate sixth were all unearned. With one out, Stennett
reached first when Tyson muffed a grounder for an error, An
out later, Stennett moved to third On a single by Dave Parker
and Oliver followed with his homer.
Oliver finished the night with a single, a ,double and a
,homer in five at bats. ,
"This was just one of those nights where we got beat," said
Oliver. '4'm going home, play with my kids and put this
game in the past."
to impress people. .
'Asked to guess how many
home, runs he might hit
-playing •81 gams per season
in itiverfront Stadium,
Schmidt replied, "Well, the
West Division pitching is a,
little weak, and this is a good
park to hit in.
But. I probably wouldn't hit
6ny more here than I would
anywhere else," he added
with a smile.
sports





"We are just as good as
them," Cleveland's Rico
Carty said, referring to the
New York Yankees.
There are those who would
disagree.
The Yankees edged the
Indians 5-4 Tuesday for their
fifth straight victory over
Cleveland this season and
their 12th consecutive Success
against the Indians over two
seasons. The triumph kept the
first-place Yankees one game
ahead in the American
League's East Division.
"I think we can beat them 12
straight," added Carty. "I
wouldn't even have known
about it except that
(Cleveland Manager) Jeff
Torborg told us about it before'
the-gam.."
Reggie Jackson 0oubled •
home the winning run in the
seventh inning. It was the'
second double of theanght for
Jackson-and his 25th of the
season, tops in the AL.
Orioles 2-6, Tigers I-5
Baltimore moved into
second place, one-half game
ahead of idle Boston in the AL
East, with its sweep of
Detroit.
Jim Palmeriossed a seven-
hitter in the opener. The
winning run scored in the
seventh when Tite Fuentes'
relay on a potential inning-
en_diag doubt -play bounced
off the helmet of a sliding
Doug DeCinces at second
base.
The Orioles took the
nightcap on Ken Singleton's
RBI single in the 12th after
Doug DeCinces hact tied the
score at 5-5 with a two-out
single in the bottom of the
ninth.
Royals 6, Rangers 4
Frank White, Hal McRae
and Al COwens- belted home
runs off Bert Blyleven, ruining
the Texas pitcher's first start
in two weeks. Blyleven, 6-9,
had been sidelined by a groin
Injury.
Twins 3, Brewers 2
Dave Goltz pitched a four-
hitter and Butch Wynegar
'drove in the winning run with
an eighth-inning single for the
Twin.
Perhaps the key play in the
game came in the third inning
when Goltz, 9-5, picked Don
Money off second base vOth no
one out. The pick-off ended the
Brewers' last threat against
Goltz, who recently had been
struggling in the early in-
nings. .
Angels 4,
- Wayne Simpson and Dyer
Miller„combined on a three-
hitter for California to end
Vida Blue's 12-game winning













since July 20, 1969, when he
0, •
dropped his major league
debut.
Simpson, 4-5, pitched five
innings and surrendered just
two hits before leaving with-a
blister on his right thumb.
White Sox 4, Mariners 1
Lamar Johnson smacked a
two-run homer to power the
White Sox past Seattle. Steve
Stone, 9-6, picked up the
victory with eighth-inning
relief help from Lerrin





The annual Father-Son Golf
Tournament will be held
Saturday at the Oaks Country
Club.
The tourney will begin at 1
p.m. A three dollar entry fee
will be charged per team. The
tourney- will be 18 holes.
There were plans for a child-
parent tournament but Tit?
conceivable arrangement for
such a format could be worked
out and the tourney officials
apologize - for any in-
conveniences caused.
Those who would like to
enter may do so by signing up
in the pro shop at the Oaks.
Last year, Nicky Ryan and his
son, David, won_ the tourney.
GOODATEAR •
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Jusi Say tIklige te. Goodyear Revolving Charge Account
- -
=SW Or use any of these 7 other ways to buyOur Own CiAtorner Credit Plan • Master Charge
• BankAmericard • American Express Money Card
WPM! • Carte Blanche • Diners Club • Cash_
See Your Independent Dealer for His Price and Credit Terms. Prices
As Shown At Goodyear Service Stores In All Communities Served
By This Newspaper Services Not Available At Starred locations
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RAIN CHECK — If we set put of your size we will 'issue you a rain check,
assuring future delivery at the advertised price.
PAIR OFFER!
Double Belted ‘Polyglas'2 $59.
for
A78-13 whitewall plus $1.73
F.E.T. 'Der tire and old tires



























ADDITIONAL SIZES .LOW PRICED
GOODAEAR
Randy Cartwright, Mgr.
Hassle-Free Auto Service...For More Good Years In Your Car!
Front-End Alignment
9388
Any U.S. made car —
- parts extra it needed
Excludes front-wheel drive cars
• CtYmplete analystirs and align-
ment correction—to increase tire
mileage and improve steering
• Precision equipment, used ,by
experienced mechanics, helps
ensure a precision alignment
Engine tune Up
$3688
$2 extra for air-conditioned cars
• Our mechanics electronically
tine-tune your engine • New
points, plugs and condenser
• Test charging/starting sys-
tems adjust carburetor • Helps-
, maintath a smooth running en-
gine • Includes Datsull Toyota,.
VW and light trucks
Lube & Oil Change

























































• Complete chassis lubrication and
oil change • Helps .ensure tong
wearing parts and smooth quiet per-
formance • Please phone for ap-
pointment • Includes light trucks
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Martin Foster Leading




(AP) - Martin Foster, a club
pro from Great Britain, broke
par on both nines and shot a
: three-under-gaff; for the lead
midway through the first
round today of the British
Open Golf Tournament. -
While the gallery's eyes,.
were firmly fixed on
• Americans like Jack Nicklaus
and Tom Watson, Foster shot
.. a 34-33. Only once was Foster
". over par, on the eighth when
-- he took a five. He had four
•• birdies.
Tied at 68 were Nicklaus,
bidding for his third title in
this tournamen‘and Watson.
Nicklaus birdied the last two
holes-including the Most _
generous hole on the Ailsa
course, the par-5, 500-yard
17th-for a 31 on the back nine
after shooting two-over 37
i going out. Nicklaus birdied the18th with a 25-foot putt.Watson blew a chance for a
..1 tie with Foster when he
bogeyed the lath.
Watson came off the 17th
with a birdie and was three
under, but he pulled his drive
off the 18th tee into the stands.
He got a free drop, but the
drive appeared to have
unsettled him. He 'Maud' an
eight-foot putt for par that
would have 'kept him ahead of
Nicklaus, who won the British
Open in 1966 and 1970.
Watson had two rounds of
34: •
Severiano Ballesteros of
Spain, who led the first three
rounds of last year's British
Open, was at one-under 69,
shooting 36 and 33 in unususilly
warm weather that reached
temperatures in the 80s.
Ballesteros birdied the 16th
and 17th holes.
Former U.S. Open winner
Hale Irwin and young George
Burns were at even-par 70.
Irwin shot a 32 on the back
nine-including a bogey on
18- after going three-over 38
on the first nine. Burns had a
steady 36-34 over tbe 6,875-
yard, par:70 ' layout
overlooking the Irish Sea.
Major League At 71-were tit!! Crenshaw ofthe United Stiates, 19-year-old
Nick Faldo of Great Britain
and South African Gary
Player. Crenshaw carded 37-
34, Faldo shot 36-85 and Player
had 37-34.
Nicklaus had his troubles on
the front nine. He bogeyed the
second hole and didn't get
even until a birdie on the
fourth. Then came the
disastrous eighth hole, a 426-
yard, par-four dog leg
dominated by a single fairway
bunker. He took three to get on
and three putted for a six to go
two over. _
.But Nicklaus got back with
birdies on the 10th and 11th
HITS-Carew, Min, 123; holes.
Chambliss, NY, 95; Fuentet,
Det, 94; Yount, Mil, 94;
Bostock, Min, 94.
DOUBLES-ReJackson,
NY; 25; McRae, KC, 23;
Lemon„ Chi, 22; Hisle, Min,
20; Burleson, Bsn, 19; Yount,
Mi1,19.
TRIPLES-Carew, Min, 14;
Rice, Bsn, 8; Randolph, NY,
7; Cowens, KC, 7; Bonds, Cal,
6; flostock, Min, 6.
HOME RUNS-GScott., Ban,
23; Rice, Bsn, 19; Zisk, Chi,
19; Hisle, Min, 18; Ystrzmsici,
Bsn, 16; Thompson, Det, 16;
Nettles, NY, 16.
STOLEN' BASES-Remy,
Cal, 27; Patek, KC, 24;.
JNorris, Cle, 17; LeFlore, Oet,
17; Bonds, Cal, 17; -Page, Oak,
17. •
Lyle, NY, 7-2, .778, 1.69; TT/
Johnson, Min, 9-3, .750, 2.57;
Barrios, Chi, 8-3, .721, 3.83; Can t Catch Dodgers
PITCHING (8 Decisions) 
-
Tanana, Cal, 12-5, .706, 1.89;
Leaders
By The Associated Press _ •
American League
BATTING. (175 at bats)-
Carew, Min, .403; Dade, Cle,
.346; Singleton, Bal, .333;
Bostock, Min, .332; Fisk, Bsn,
.327.
RUNS-Carew, Min, 62;
Fisk, Bsn, 60; Bostaek, Min,
• .56: Bonds, Cal, 53; Lemon,
Chi, 52.
RUNS BA !Tea)
Min, 73; Munson, NY, 60;
7.isk, Chi, 59; Thompson, Det,
56; Carew, Min, 56.
Fidrych, Det, 6-3, /067, 2.41;
Gullett, NY, 6-3,1 .667, 4.08;
Tidrow, NY, 64, .667, 3.20;
Goltz, Min, 9-5, .643,3.85.
STRIKEOUTS-Ryan, Cal,
211; Tanana, Cal, 144;
Palmer, Bal, 107; Leonard,




Simmons, StL, .337; Parker,
Pgh, .329; Mumphry, StL,
.328; EVIentine, MU, .325. •
RUNS-Winfield, SD, 66;
Griffey, Cin, 64; Morgan, CM,
64; Smith, LA, 64; Rose, Cin,
59.
RUNS BATTED IN -
Garvey, LA, 76; GFoster,
Cfn, 74; Cey, LA, 71; Bench,
CM, 62; Winfield, SD, 62.
HITS-Griffey, Cin, 106;
Parker, Pgh, 105; Garvey, LA,-
103 ; Winfield, SD, 100;
Cromrtie, MU, 99.
_DOUBLES--Cromrtie, Mtl,
27; Rose, CM, 24; ) Parker,
Pgh, 23; Reitz, StL, 23;
Griffey, Cin, 21.
TRIPLES-Tmpleton, StL,
f; Brock, StL, 6; Murnphiy,
StL, 6; Almon, SD, 6;
Winfield, SD, 6.
HOME RUNS-Schmidt,
Phi, 24; GFoster, CM, 23;




Pgh, 31; GRichards, SD, 28;
Cabell, Htn, 27; Morgan, Cin,
26; Cedeno, Htn, 26; Lopes,
LA, 26. •
PITCHING (8 Decisions)-
Rats, LA, 84, .889, 4.23;
RReuschel, Chi, 11-2, .846,
2'.24; Denny, StL, 7-2, .778,
3.61; DSutton, LA, 10-3, .769,
2.48; Norman, CM, 9-3, .750,
3.07; Reed, Phi, 6-2, .750, 2.36;
Carlton, Phi, 11-4, .733, 2.93;
Candlria, Pgh, 8-3, .727,2.56.
STRIKEOUTS-PNiekro,
Al, 119; Rogers, Mtl, 108;





Tbe_ .51e,rjs Match _Play
TouFnament at the Oaks
Country Club is now un-
derway.
All ma'tche's should-be
completed by the last of the
month, a tourney official said..
There will be four flights in
the tourney with four places
being given in each flight
TO SWIM TWIMSOAT-Itaffty Webfoot} who is shows swim-
ming the breaststroke, will be NIS of approximately 80 swim,
man for Murray who will he taking part in u deal moot with
Ohio Cavorty at the park pool tomorrow. The moat will begin at
3:30 p. m. and the public is invited to attend. No admission is
charged at the meets.
Murray Swim Team Has
Major Schedule Change
There has been a major change in the schedule for the ,
Murray Swim Team. --
Originally, there was to have been a four-team invitational
Thursday at the Murray-Calloway Park pool. The teams
would have included the hosts along with _Greenville,
Madisonville and Ohio County.
Because the teams were having problems in scheduling
and transportation, the invitational has been scrapped and
Murray has picked up three more dual meets.
The first of those dual meets will begin at 3:30 p. m.
Thursday at the park pool as Ohio County is here. *
For those who can't get off work in time to watch a swim
meet, then mark down July 16 on the calendar. That falls on a
Saturday and at 9 a. m. on the 16th, the Murray Swim Team
will hostGreenvThe for a dual meet.
On July 26, the Murray swimmers will have a dual meet at
Madisonville. _ _
Besides the added dates, the Murray swimmers still have
three remaining dates left on the schedule.
This coming Saturday, the local swimmers will get a tough
test as they swim on just one day's rest in a big invitational
meet at Owensboro.
Other dates remaining include dual meets at Paducah .on
July 14 and at Hopkinsville July 19.






Braves are so far out of the
National League West race
that he can qualify as a
detached ' observer. What
Bristol sees is an edge for the
Los Angeles Dodgers in the
divisional race.
"The thing that makes the
Dodgers so tough is that hey
can., send an experienced
starting pitcher out there
every night," says the Atlanta
manager. "The Reds can't."
The way Bristol sees it, the
Reds will have to knock down
the Dodgers with their bats
instead-just like they did_
Tuesday night with four home
runs in a 9-3 rout of the
Braves.
"They've got to fall down for
us-to have much- of a chance,-"
admitted-Woodie Fryman, the
winning pitcher Tuesday
night. "They'll have to go into
a slump. We need help from
other teams. But I don't think
our ball club will quit."
Ed Armbrister and Dave
Concepcion drilled two-run
homers and Dan Driessen ana
George Foster had solo blasts
for Cincinnati. The Reds
belted 14 hits off six Atlanta
pitchers __while making_ a
winner of Fryman, 5-5.
Fryman spaced nine hits over
six innings, striking out nine.
Expos 9, Cabs 8
Andre Dawson hit two home
runs and a single and drove in
four rims and Tony Perez
batted in three runs to lead
Montreal. past Chicago for the
Expos' seventh straight
victory.
1Pkillies 12, Meta 1
Jay Johnstone knocked in
four runs with two homers and
a single, Mike Schmidt
stroked his 24th homer and
Tim McCarver socked a
bases-loaded homer and
knocked in five runs as
Philadelphia bombed New
York. -
Steve Carlton pitched seven
innings of one-hit, shutout ball
before leaving for a pinch-
hitter. Reliever Warren
Brusstar completed the left-
hander's Ilth victory of the
season against four losses.
Cardinals 7, Pirates 2 ,
-Forsch and lead St. Louis over
Pittsburgh. Tyson's homer,
his third this year and his 10th
in • five seasons with the
Cardinals, came in the fourth
inning off losing pitcher John
Candelaria.
Padres 8, Astros 7
Rookie third baseman
Tucker Ashford smacked a
Mike Tyson belted the first-one-out single to chase Dave
grand slam home run of his Roberts home from second in
major league career to back the 12th inning and boost San
the nine-hit pitching of Bob Diego over Houston.
Pirates And Cards Win
In Little League Play
The Pirates and Cards Cook wins in a pair of high-scoring
Little League contests played Tuesday..
In the opening contest, the Cubs outhitlhe Cards 10-2 but on
the scoreboard, it was different story is-the Cards won 14-9.
The Cards scored 10 times in the first inning and they did
not have a hit. The Cards were given eight Walks. In fact, the
Cards did net have an RBI hit in the contest.
David Denham had both of the hits for the Cards, who are 1-
5 for the second half of the league season.
For the Cubs, also 1-5, Mark Jackson had three hits while
Diana Duncan had two. With one hit were Mike Daniel, Tom
,Whitlow, Jeremy White, James Kendall and Kevin Richer-
son.
' David Seaford pitched the firgt three frames for the Cards
and was credited with the win.
In the nightcap, the Pirates remainedin'a three-way tie for
-first as they smashed the Athletics 23-7. -
The Pirates-Shapped- reless be with nine iims in the
top of the second. Craig Darnell had a two-run double while
Steve McDougal and Brian White each had run-scoring hits
in the frame.
Eddie Burgess was the winning hurler for the Pirates. He
fanned 10 and walked six.
4. In the sixth inning, the Pirates scored nine more runs to
make the game a complete rout. Darnell had a two-run, in-
side-the-park homer in the sixth for the Pirates.
Darnell finished with four hits and knocked in four runs
while Burgess also had four hits. Melanie Kelly had two hits
while Dave Whitten had two hits and smacked in five runs.
Danny Addins and Steve McDougal also hit safely for the
winners.
For the A's, who di-op to 1-5 on the second half, Russell
Garland and Jimmy Kelly each had one hit.
The Twins, Yanks ad Pirates are all 5-1 for the second half
of the season while the Reds are 4-2.
There are no games on tap for tonight in the league. Thur-





































Chicago 46 32 .590
Minn 44 36 .550 3
K.C. 42 36 .538 4
Calif 39 37 .513 6
Texas 37 41 .474 9,
Oakland 34 44 .436 12
Seattle 35 49 .422 131/2
Tuesday's Results
Baltimore 2-6, Detroit 1-5, 2nd
game, 12 innings
New YorkI, Cleveland 4
Minnesota 3, Milwaukee 2
Kansas City 5, Texas 4
Chicago 4, Seattle 1 -































Los Ang• 54 26 .675
Cinci 43 35 .551 10
Houston 36 45 .444 181/2
S Fran 34 47 .420 201t
S Diego • 34 49 .410 211/2
Atlanta 30 50 .375 24
• Tuesday's Results
Montreal 9, Chicago 8
Philadelphia 12, New York 1
St. Louis 7, Pittsburgh 3
Cincinqiii 9, Atlanta 3




Montreal Bonham 8-7) at
Chicago Stanhouse 5-7)
New York ( Matlack 3-9) at
Philadelphia ( Kaat 3-5), In)
" St. Louis (Dierker 2-4) at
.Pittsburgh ( Reuss 3-9), In)
Cincinnati (Norman 9-3) at
Atlanta ( Hargan 0-1), (n)
Houston ( Richard 7-6) at Los
--Angeles-tRhasten-10.4;,
San Diego I Shirley 6-9) at-
- San Francisco (Williams 3-2),
(n)
- -Thursday's Games
St. Louis at Chicago '
San Diego at San Francisco
New York at Philadelphia,
( n ) •
Houston at Los Angeles, (n)
Only games scheduled
•sports
Ailsa Resembles Surface Of
Moon More Than Golf Course
TURNBERRY, Scotland
(AP) - Ailsa is a dour stretch
of sand, gorse, meandering
streams and frustration that




The Cards and Yanks picked
up wins in Kentucky- League
games played Tuesday night.
In the opener, the Cards won
13-5 over the A's as Chris
Starks and Mark McClard
each pitched two -innings in
combining for a no-hitter.
The Cards scored six times'
in the first, with nobody
having an RBI hit.
For the Cards., Rick*Grogan,
had two hits while Mitch
Grogan, Chris Starks and
Brad Newsome had one hit
apiece.
In the second contest, the
Yanks took an 8-4 win over the
Reds.
Mark Waldrop, has-led the
distance for the 'Yanks and
fanned seven while walking
just two in his six- innings of
work. .
The Yanks scored- two runs
in each of the first, second,
third and fourth innings. In the
first. Waldrop aided his own
cause with a two-run double
then in the second, Mike'
,.-:-Mettrynoldb singled in one. In
the third, Jerry McCuiston
• drove in two with a single.
Mark West's three hits
. paced the Yanks while
Waldrop and McCuiston each
added two and McReynolds
One. For the Reds, David
Burris, Rusty Wright, Shane
Guthrie and Jeff Clendenon all
had one hit.
and the Irish Sea.
Lee Trevino took one look at
it and aptly termed it a
"moonscape." A casual
visitor might feel that he
accidentally stowed. away on
one of Alan Sheppard's
rockets and landed on the Sea
of Tranquility.
This is where the world's
best golfers test their skills
during the next four days in
the oldest and most revered of
the golf championships, the
106th British Open.
It's the game which, except
for its glistening steel and
graphite shafts and high
velocity balls, is played in its
most primitive form. There
are no flat, luxuriously
carpeted fairways or
flowering foliage as found on
most American golf courses.
Virtually without trees, it is
severe in its nakedness. It is
bumpy and knobby with fierce
slopes and subtle indentations
that can play havoc with the
most perfectly executed
stroke. -
Turnberry's Ailsa is one of
the links, such as Troon,
Camoustie, St. Andrews and
Royal Birkdale, which forge a
frame on the seacoast of these
historic isles. .
These are courses built by
nature rather than man and
little changed down through
the years. The architects have
been the savage winds that
come off the Atlantic, the rain
and, at times, the sweltering
sun.
AtifineWearvid out areas to
protect them from the wind
and rain. These later were
filled with sand. Thus: natural
bunkers.
The Scots have a language
all their own to describe the
terrain. Tbe "burn" is a creek
or a small stream. "Gorse" or
"whin" is prickly yellow
bloom that forms a natural
and formidable rough.
"Haar" is the sea mist or fog
that blows over the land.
For years, Americans
relfgiously avoided the
tortures of British courses.
Walter Hagen became the
first U.S.-born winner in 1922.
The Immortal Robert T.
Jones, Jr., an amateur,
Sparked wide interest by
winning three British Open
titles between 1926 and 1930.
Then came Arnold P inter
and Jack Nicklaus, latu,ching
an annual odyssey of
America's finest talent across
the ocean.
They found they were
playing a different game. The
old seaside courses presented
hidden perils never found on
the neatly Manicured courses
of the United States. But no
golfer of any stature could
avoid the challenge. The
British Open, more than any
other golf event, tests the steel
in a man. The weak players
will be lost here. •
The first few days of
practice have been
abnormally warm and
passive. But natives wain that
this could be just a tease from
the invisible monster of the
sea. A weather change has
been predicted for Thursday.
Four years ago, at a
professional tournament here,
a storm swept in with wind
gusts of 70 miles an hour.
Tents were ripped' up and
blown into the Attlantic.
anicky players raced up 124•
ste the bfd ston-e-holiT"on
the hill to avoid also being
swept into the sea.
TENNIS
NWPORT, R.I.
4listralia's Dick Crealy; the




































































Bloody Hacksaw Leads Police
To Murder Suspect Roommates
RIVERSIDE, Calif. ( AP) —
A bloody hacksaw, a carpet
and the hair of a pet dog have
linked two roommates to at
lea4_28 "trash bag murders'
police say.
The items were listed in an
affidavit Wed by sheriff's
deputies which showed that
physical evidence taken from
the bodies of several murder
victims matched items found
in the home shared by David
Hill and Patrick Kearney,
both avowed homosexuals.
The two Redondo Beach
men were artaigned Tuesday
on two counts each of murder.
But Riverside County Sheriff
.Ben Clark said they might be'
tied to many more slayings
that occurred over a seven-
year period.
"There are at least 28,"
Clark said of the cases being
linked to the pair. "There may
be more."
He said the estimate came
from conversations with the











































































Hughes Aircraft Corp., led
authorities to six alleged
grave sites over the weekend.
The sheriff's affidavit
indicated that Kearney, 37,
and Hill, 34, were first
suspected in the series of
mysterious murders when a
friend of theirs,. John LaMay,
was found dismembered last
March 18.
In an interview with
authorities in April, Kearney
and Hill said they both had
had homosexual relationships
with LaMay over a period of
two years, the affidavit Said.
During that visit, sheriff's
deputies obtained samples of
dog hairs, carpeting and the
men's body hair, which
eventually were matched with
evidence found on the bodies
of LaMay and other victims,
the affidavit disclosed.
At the men's home,
investigators found a hacksaw
coated with dried blood that
matched aMay's blood type,
the documents showed.
In May, when authorities
were closing in, the affidavit
said, the men wrote to
Kearney's grandmother in
Barstow asking, her to sell
their house and pay their bills








On May 26, Kearney matted
a letter of resignation and his
security badge to Hughes
Aircraft.
Authorities say that Hill and
Kearney fled to El Paso,
Texas, but were persuaded by •
their families to return and
surrender. They walked into
Clark's office Friday, pointed
at their wanted poster and
declared, "We're them."
Clark told a post-
arraignment news conference
that the men had been advised
of their right to remain illent,
but had continued to volunteer
information about killings,
which might reach a total
larger than any known mass
murder in American history.
Previous cases on record
include the killings of 25
migrant farm workers by
Juan Corona and the murders
of 27 teen-aged boys in
Pasadena, Texas. Elmer
Wayne Henley was found
guilty-of six of those murders.
The sheriff said the "trash
bag murders" were linked by
other similarities. All of the
bodies were of nude young
men; some were
dismembered and several
were stuffed in plastic trash
bags. They, were found along
highways stretching from Los
Angeles to the Mexican
border.
Judge Philip LaRocca
ordered the' men held on
$500,000 bail each and set July
15 for a plea hearing. The
public defender said he would
represent Hill, who is
unemployed.
The first U.S. citizen to be
declared a saint by the Roman
Catholic Church was Frances
Xavier Cabrini (1850-19,171.
Mother Cabrini, a naturalized
U.S. citizen , born in Italy, was
canonized in 1946.
Order Pirate's Dozen from Long John
Silver's and you can count on 13 delicious
boneless .whitemeat Chicken, Planks. Or
-crispy Chicken Peg Legs.
Pirate's Dozen is perfect
for yrsuto enjoy on the
patio, at a picnic or' at any
-t
•
of our Seafood Shoppes. So come to
Long John Silver's and bring a big appe


























































thru Wed., July 13
Your Choice
10 oz. 6 bottle carton










Register each tine you
are irthe store for the
$100 given away each week
This Week's Edd Rickman•
Winner: 209 S. 15th
*Nothing to Bu4. •No Cords To Punch •All You Do Is
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wed-
nesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.
.Employ ees of Parkerwand their Families not eligible to win .Adults












































7 oz. Reg. $1.80
5 oz. Reg. 93' Save 30'
7 oz. Box Save 404









10 lb. Bag 994
Cherries lb 894
Ruby Red






a 6 oz.Lemonade Con




2 lb. Bag 454
fors1K1
6 oz. Pkg. 394






















"If You Matc I ur ua ou an t : eat 0 ur rice






Sammy Joe Parker -
Owners
•
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Solar Energy May Be Competitive According To Study
WASHINGTON l'API —
Solar energy may be able to
compete with electricity in
producing heat and hot water
for large commercial and
residential buildings as early
as 1980, a new congressional
study says,
The report by the Offtce of
Technology Assessment,
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policies bcyond what. the
Carter administrationt is
endorsing to encourage
development of large solar
power units.
The study says rising
'electricity costs- and falling
solar equipment experlsis




But most buildings still
would - need a back-up
conventional power • system,
the study .says, adding that
solar energy cannot „compete
with coal in industrial use
at least the next 20 years. •
The study, nearly 1,000
pages long, was based on.
computer comparisons of
solar energy devices with
electric or natural tas
systems.
It suggests that private
homes can use the sun's rays





ome items not exacti as •ictured
Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.









Thompson center top quality muzzle loading hunting
rifle intended for serious shooting
Button rifled 28'. barrel for ,•'' :mate precision
Features a hooked breach, double set triggers, first
















Ranpmaster is a tinlief  drop compensator that wurks
autornaticallt Win the chips are down and accuracy count,.
on those long shots up tb 500 yds - a quick turn of the pre. 
markedyardage deal and Rangemaster will do the rest h,
adjuszing for the j. a rdage you call for a utomamally
Comes with 3 spearate calibrated deals, computer rah_ slated
Ire ammunition with factory loads and velocities and on,




Reg. $79.95 Special$599 5




The 'Mancos has all the power the
hunt demands. Its 58 inch recurve
design is fast, smooth, efficient. Its
form-fitted handle is made from












For upset stomach, muses, indigestion,






Tapered tube, choice of regales it super, lox of•
30
$169Sale
perhaps, space heating, and
adds that office And
apartment buildings or hotels
may find it even more
financially attractive to turn
td- solar heating and hot water.
sEven solar air conditioning
may be feasible, perhaps by
roofing over parking lots with
solar energy collectors'.-.and
burying heat-storing water
tanks beneath the lots, the
study says.
Heat collected by simple
solar panels could be
circulated through coils for
direct heating, or used to drive
devices called "heat pumps"
'that can be reversed to
provide air conditioning.
Prices good Thru Sun, 6 p.m.ireallen--011. 
If the federal Energy
Research and Development
Administration can meet its
1985 goal of reducing the cost
of solar-electric cells by
almost 97 per cent, the report
says, it may become
economical to generate
electricity directly from
sunlight, using crystal panels
something like those that have
helped power manned ,
spacecraft and commun—
ications satellites.
Only the new, cheaper solar,
panels would be reasonable
for private homes and other.























































































Wasps, Spiders, etc. '/ 2 pl.
Sale 894
Fast relief from aches and pains.











Mrs poi mist coatis mo 'spirit. 30
Toilets
Tyleoel Extra Woof% cupola 21 Cepseles
Sale Your Choice 684
Metamucil
A natural vegetable





















































Builds, thickens, colors a cods.
Irovinisk Sleds, Very Bieck, Der*
_




Choice of Choco Lite - Crunch -
$1000.000 Bar - Milk Chocolate
Sale 7 Bars 994





For relief- of colcis - hay fever -










laxative Tablets paths ef






' Professional performance hairdryer'. 41000 watts of
l power; four way control of heat and air flow. With-table
stand and concentrator nozzle. Model GD-100
- •
Sale $ 1 695
Eve
•
Roody-to-oo• disposals &oche. (bike of
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Funeral services for George
Compton will be held Thur.,
sday at ten a.m. at the chapel
of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Martin Mattingly officiating.
The Rosary will be said
*tonight Wednesday ) at seven
p.m. at the chapel.,,
Interment will follow in the
Fort Donelson National
Cemetery, Dover, Tn., with
full military rites at the grave
by a unit from Fort Campbell.
Friends may call at the
funeral home. •
Mr. Compton, age 40, died
suddenly from an apparent
heart_ attack on Monday
morning at Ashland where he
was employed as a pilot with
the Kentucky Road Oiling
Company. He had been
discharged from the U.S.
Army on June 30 after serving
for twenty-three years, and
was a member of the Catholic.
'Church.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Patricia Tobi Compton,
Murray Route Seven, to whom
he was married on September
16, 1957; father, Clarence
Compton, Murray; two
daughters, Misses Cheryl and
Kerry Compton, Murray
Route Seven; one son, Terry
Compton, Murray; two
sisters, Mrs. Katie Elkins,
Murray, and Mrs. Donald
(Carolyn) Weatherford,
Buchanan, Tn.; two brothers,
Gene Compton, Detroit,
Mich., and Terry Compton.
Nashville, Tn. His mother was
the late Rachel. Parker
Compton. - -
Harvey Delaney is
Dead At Age 66
Harvey Delaney, brother of
Mrs. Curtis Bouldin of Kirksey
Route One, died Monday at the
McKenzie Memorial Hospital,
McKenzie, Tn. •
The deceased was 66 ;ars
of age and a retired cotton mill
worker.
MT. Delaney is survived by
two sisters. Mrs. Bouldin of
Kirksey Route One and Mrs.
Rollie-Hutchison of McKenzie,
Tn., and two brothers, Billy
Delaney of Trenton. In., and
James Delaney of Nashville,
Tn.
Funeral services were held
this morning at ten o'clock at
the chapel of the- Si urninf
Funeral Home, McKenzie,




Revival services are now in
progress at the Deward's
Chapel Pentecostal Church,
located on Highway 94 east of
Murray, with the evangelist
being the Rev. Ralph Tackett,
and his family of Detroit,
Mich.
Services will continue
throughout this week and next
week at 7:30 each evoning,
according to the church




The Rev. Paul Bogard will
be the speaker at the eleven
a.m. services on Sunday, July
10. .at the annual homecoming
at Jeffrey Cemetery, located
about three miles east of
Dexter on Highway 1346. -
A basket dinner will be
served at noon. All persons
interested in the upkeep of the
cerneteiyare ut guti t6 bring-
or send their donations, or
mail them to Troy CleVe
Parrish, Route One, Dexter,
• Ky. 42036. .
Pleasant Valley To
Hold Homecoming
The Pleasant Valley Church
of . Christ will hold
homecoming services on
Sunday, July 10, with Bible
study at ten a.m. and
preaching at eleven a.m. with
Bro. Connie Wyatt as the
speaker.
At noon a basket dinner will
be served and all members
and visitors are urged to at-
tend, a _church spokesman
said.
ATTENDS CONFERENCE—Jean Blankenship, executive
director of Calloway County Social Services, met with
Peter Conn, secretary of Kentucky Department of
Human Resources, at the recent meeting of the Ken-
tucky Welfare Association in Frankfort. During this con-
ference, Mrs. Blankenship solicited support for the
disaster and emergency relief bill from officials





RIVERSIDE, Calif. (AP) —
Two Men, roommates and
avowed homosexuals, have
been arraigned on two counts
each of murder, and
authorities say' they might be
tied to at least 28 "trash bag
murders"that occurred over a
seven-year period. David Hill,
34, and Patrick Kearney, 37,
were aiteaigned Tuesday in the
murders of John LaMay, 17,
and Arturo Marquez, 24.
Meanwhile, police said a
bloody hacksaw, a carpet
and the hair of a pet dog have




Presi,dent Carter wants broad
authority to impose gasoline
rationing in the event of an
energy crisis, but a key
member of Congress says it is
unlikely such authority will be
granted. Administration
sources said Tuesday that the
President is going tb ask firg:
standby authority for
rationing that could reduce
gasoline consumption by at
least 25 per cent. But Sen.
-Henry M. Jackson; a-WaSTE,
said he was surprised at the
report of Carter's plans. "I
doubt Congress, barring some
situation that does not now
exist, some national
emergency ... will grant that
authority to any president,"
he said. •
WASHINGTON (AP) —You
could get a bi-eak on postage
costs by taking- advantage of
such things as buying stamps
by the booklet, if President
Carter has his way. In a letter
to Postmaster General
Benjamin Bailat, the
President has called on the
Postal Service to consider a
"citizen-rate" for first-:class
mail.
WASHINGTON AP) — A
new congressional study
suggests the government isn't-
going far enough in its
exploration of solar energy as
an option to electricity and
natural gas. The study by the
Office of Technological
--Assessment, released
Tuesday, contends it could be
possible to use the sun's rays
to produce heat and hot water
for large. commercial and
residential buildings by 1980.
INTERNATIONAL
LIMA, Peru (AP) — Four
young leftists escaped from
Chile by hijacking a jetliner
with 56 other persons aboard
but failed CO secure the release
of two leading Socialists
imprisoned by the Chilean
junta. Nobody was hurt. The
Peruvian government
arranged temporary asylum
for the three men and one
woman at the Venezuelan
embassy and said it would try
to get the Venezuelan
government to let them go to
Caracas.
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan
AP — Pakistan's new
military ruler, Gen.
Muhammed Ziaul Haq, says
he has no political ambitions
and a new National Assembly
will be elected in October. "I
want to make it clear that I
have not assumed
responsibility because of. any
political ambitions," the artily
chief of staff said in a
broadcast Tuesday night. He
added that the army's
bloodless coup Tuesday was
not prompted by "any





Workshop designed to assist,
.physical education teachers
the elementary schools will be




Problems), the workshop •
meet from 12:30 to 3:20 p.
Monday through • Friday [!•
Room 103 of the Carr Hea
Building. It carries thr
semester hours of credit.
Mrs. Gwen Cooley, an
elementary physical
education specialist in the
Nicholasville elementary'
schools, will conduct the
workshop, which will provide
instruction in appropriate




approaches to motor learning
will be a major focus.
The course will substitute
for Physical Education 200,
Fundamental Motor Skills,
and count toward the eng




Students mayjegister at the
first class meeting.
Diabetes Club Meeting
To Be Held On Thursday
The monthly meeting of the
Calloway-Marshall County
Chapter of the American
Diabetes Association will be
Thursday, July 7, at seven
p.m. at the First Presbyterian
Church, 16th and Main
Streets.
The program continues the
series of meetings on "Back to
the Basics of Diabetes."
Everyone is welcome to
attend the gathering whether
a diabetic or not, a spokesman
said.
Stock*Market
Prices of stock of local interest at n..-
EDT. today, furnished to the Ledge'
Times by First of Michigan, Corp
Murray, are as follows
Heublein Inc  r,,. As
MeDonalcis Corp '  45's -4-41i
Ponderosa Systems ,'S• Ail
Kimberly Clark 47,* -IR




GAF Corp 10;4 +4
Georgia Pacifk 30% -Ai
Pfizer . 26% +111;
• Jim Walters IP* +4
- tors& - ----te---17i
. Disney  - 36% unc
Franklin Mint 11% A4
Pisces of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &



















required by law, but declined to change
the proposal.
Ed Hancock, deputy transportation
secretary for legal affairs, said in a
letter to Administrative Regulations
Review Subcommittee Chairman
William Brinkley that the
Transportation Department had
already considered the alternatives
proposed by the attorney general and
county clerks, and, had rejected them.
Hancock said the proposed-regulation
would have less of an adverse effect on
road fund revenues; would create
fewer administrative problems than a
birth month system, which would
change the expiration date for a vehicle
as the ownership changes, and that it
would be less of a burden on local and
state officei—to phase in the new system
over several years than to try to
Implement it within one year.
O.B. Arnold, commissioner of the
Bureau of Vehicle Regulation, has
estimated -about 16 per cent of cars
registered in Kentucky each year are
-new registrations. He has said it
probably would take five or six years to
fully implement a staggered system.
Some opponents would like to see car
owners buy their plate or decal in their
birth month, while some county clerks
call for the registration month to be
determined by the middle number of
the license plate. % •
trit
' Atty. Gen. Robert Stephens said the
nsportation Department's proposal
uld require an unnecessarily long
time to eliminate the heavy January
and February workload, and would
prevent efficient operation of the



















Stephens also said owners of more
than one vehicle would have to make
more than one trip to the courthouse.
The Transportation Department said
it gave objections voiced at a public
hearing "affirmative consideration(' as
required by law, but declined to change
the proposal.
Ed Hancock, deputy transportation
secretary for legal affairs, said in a
letter to Administrative Regulations
Review Subcommittee Chairman
William Brinkley that the
Transportation Department had
Postage...
class of mail rateilM,a-letter last week
-to Bailar.
"I believe that as a matter of national
policy it would be in the public interest
to pursue the concept of a citizen rate
first-class postage for use by
consumers," the President wrote7--
Bailar said several months ago that
the first-class letter rate probably
would go to 15 cents if Satuaday
delivery was eliminated and 16 cents if
it was continued.
Although rate increases bring the
mail ageney substantial criticism, the
proposed reduction in delivery is
generating as much controversy in
Congress this time.
The controversy heated up when a
congressionallY created study
commission recommended earlier this
year that deliveries be reduced from
six to five days per week, saying $412
million per year.
The study group commissioned a
public opinion poll by the A.C.' Nielsen
CHOW TIME-z-Cadet Doug McCann,. right, lOrksey, selects his steak at a weekend cookout whie attending a five-week •
ROTC advance training camp at Fort Riley, Kan. The son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. McCann of Route 1, Ifirksey, he is one of
15 Murray State University cadets taking part in the camp. He is a senior majoring in criminology.
Planes Ordered Sprayed With DDT
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
federal government is
ordering' planes leaving ,. a
Washington airport ' for
California sprayed with DDT
after finding live Japanese
beetles on board a plane, but,




spokesman, said Tuesday the




But United Airlines, citing
an Environmental Protection
Agency ban on DDT for farm
use, has refused to spray its
aircraft.
United spokesman James
Linse, said representatives of
his company and two other
airlines involved plan to meet
tociay With—Offitials --of the
Agriculture Department and
the Federal Aviation




"We hope to get
satisfaction that any material
that USDA wants us to use in
spraying an aircraft is
said. "Nobody has been able
toexplain 
absolutely - safe to anyone
coming in contact with it," he
'EPA has banned it (DDT) but
the Agriculture Department
gives it to us to use."
Japanese beetles, normally
found only in the northeastern
part of the country, were
discovered on a plane arriving
in California last week from
Dulles International Airport in
UNDERWRITERS
The Murray Association of
Life Underwriters will hold its
monthly meeting on Thur-
sday,'July 7, at twelve noon at
the Triangle Inn. For more
information call Dave Travis
753-4140.
(Continued From Page 1)
already considered the alternatives
proposed by the attorney general and
county clerks, and had rejected them.
Hancock said the proposed regulation
would have less of an adverse effect on
road fund revenues; would create
fewer administrative problems than a
-birth month system which would
change the expiration date for a vehicle
as the ownership changes, and 'that it
nkould be less of a burden on local and
state offices to phase in the new system
ocrer several years than —to try to
implement it within one year. -
(Continued From Page 1)
organization that found that the public
would rather go without the usual six-
day delivery than pay more for
postage.
,Key members of Congress disputed
the finding and a bW is pending in the
House to order continued six-day
delivery service.
One of the sponsors, Rep. Charles 'H.
Wilson, 1)-Calif., wrote to every bard
member before the meeting urging that
Saturday delivery rot be ended.
Re noted that a House resolution
v..Ach he also is sponsoring urges
•retention of six-day delivery and has
more than 200 co-sponsors. In the
Senate, a similar non-binding
resolution on the subject recently was
adopted.
"1 think that these two statements by
both houses of Congress should be
recognized as a better measure of
public sentiment than the questionable
Nielsen survey on the subject," Wilson
told the govetnors.
•suburban Washington. u
The insects attack more






beetles last week, the
Agriculture Department
declared Dulles Airport
"hazardous" and ordered the
spraying for all planes flying
to California.
anited Airlines, American
Airlines and Trans World
Airlines have flights from
Dulles to California, an
airport official said.
He said the department
agreed not to enforce the
order against United until the
differences could be worked
out. .
American and TWA officials
apparently went along with
the order, but spokesmen for






officials are mistaken in the -
impression there has been a
total ban on the use of DDT.
"They have banned most
uses of DDT but not all uses,"
he said of the EPA. "The
airlines have been instructed
not to spray food handling
areas and if they're doing it,
they're in violation of our
instructions."
Timber Reserves In LBL
Increase Despite Harvests
GOLDEN POND, Ky. (AP) — Timber reserves at Lund Between The
Lakes have increased by about 50 per cent over the past 10 years despite the
harvesting of some 15 million board feet of timber.
Dr. Frank Holland, manager of the western Kentucky site, said Tuesday
that there was an estimated 300 million board feet of timber available when
the Tennessee Valley Authority took control of the area in 1966.
But the 1976 estimate showed a reservation of some 455 million board feet
of timber, Holland said.
The reason for the increase, Holland pointed out, is that TVA is harvesting
only 10 per cent of the annual growth of timber in the area. .
Estimates are that if the current rate of cutting continues, the Land
Between The Lakes area will have about 650 million board feet in reserve by
1986, and some 920 million board feet in 1996, he said.
A board foot is a piece of wood one foot square and one inch thick.
---94re-Fui-V-e- -Managed -the forest to make sure those additions (in timber
reserves-) occur every year," said Bob Drexler, the area's forestry
supervisor. "It is noteworthy that at the present rate of growth and harvest,
by 1996 we will have three times the amount of timber that we started with."

































COOKING CORNER  Ateirt;"111111
Cookbook Editor Specializes In Mexican Food
By ANN UDDBERG
huAnn Philpot, editor of the
current "Murray Woman's
Club Cookbook," has enjoyed
eating, cooking and collecting
Mexican recipes for the past
10 years. She and her husband,
Lawrence, enjoy traveling the
American Southwest. They
like the wide open spaces,
warm weather, arid the spa rce
population. The warm dry
climate is preferable to the
dampness of the ocean.
Tucson is a favorite
headquarters from which they
explore the area, sight see,
eat, and sun. LuAnn collects
stoneware native to the area.
This love of the wide open
spaces led them to their
current residence, a farm
home in the country with 30
acres. This they share with a
domestic rabbit and their son
Tim, 19, when he is net
studying engineering at the
University of Kentucky. _
Farming, or at least land
management is nothing new to
Lawrence Philpot who is an
agriculturist for Land Bet-
ween the Lakes. His main
responsibility is the buffalo
herd of 60 which now graze
peacefully in the area. This
herd has grown from the
original dezen or so acquired
ten years ago through careful
attention and must pe
monitored for disease,, over
crowding, or apy other
potential danger.
Because LuAnn enjoys
cooking, trying new recipes,
her membership in a gourmet,
club which :Was active at the
' time, and her reputation
among friends as an inovative
cook, she was chosen to edit
tbe.1972 "Woman's Club Cook-
book." It. was quite an un-
dertaking. Some 1200 recipes
were submitted to be proof-
read, catagorized, and in
some cases__ similar recipes
consolidated. The index, once
the recipes were decided
upon, became a major chore
in that the dishes had to be
cross listed for name, im-
portant ingredients, and usual
place in the Meal. The ac-
tivities started in June and the
final results were finally
submitted to the printer in
November.
With the cookbook behind
'her LuArm, turned to selling
specialty advertising working
for an agency representing 25
separate companies. She
Conie to The Cabaret!.
The delightfully convivial at-
mosphere of a Paris bistro
comes to your party with
this Paris-striped cotton half-
apron. Completely rever-
sible, with web ties that en-










Hundreds of kitchen ideas, just
like this one, are included in
"My Dream Kitchen Portfolio,"
yours for just filling out the
coupon. below. The portfolio, Will
make working with a
professional kitchen planner
easier and more pleasant. Step
into the world of creative kit-
chens, designed with a flair, with






enjoys the travel, the new
people she meets, and the
flexible schedule she main-
tains.
LuAnn and Lawrence are
originally from the southeast
Kentucky community of
Corbin. They have made their
home in Murray for the past 11
years. It was through the
Newcomers Club sponsored
by the Welcome Wagon that
the various gourmet clubs that
flourished in the area several
years ago got started. It was
decided that there were so
many people interested, and
so many new people in the
community at that time, that
there would be several.-clubs
which would have five to six
couples each rather than one
.huge club of 20-30 members.
Each club could select
members and make its own
rules. Therefore each club
was a bit different, but each
was devoted to producing
delicious, gourmet meals On a
regular basis. The groups
thrived for several years,
producing excellent, -ad-
venturous cooks, and many
strong friendships. -
In the Philpot's group there
were five couples. They met
ence a month. The host couple
decided the menu and
provided the meat and ap-
propriate drinks. The host
couple also chose the ac-
companying_ recipes and
passed them out to the other
couples. The table settings
were coordinated to the time
of year, the menu and the
country from which the menu
came. This involved research,
time, and talent.
Today, LuAnn still prefers
to have no fewer than three
couples nor more than six
couples for dinner. This
number is easily ac-
comrnodated in her dining
room, and most of her recipes
expand or reduce to this
number. She feels that once
you get beyond 12 for dinner
she needs help in the kitchen
or the cuisine will not arrive at
the table in peak condition.
To increase her store of
recipes she finds that usually
she will taste something new
at a friends home or
restaurant, analyze it, go
home and scout through her
cookboOks until she finds a
recipe that might be close and
then work at improving it.
This is a never-ending process
and many of her favorite
recipes are in a constant state
of flux as she tries to improve
each one.
Some of her favorite ones
are given today with the hopes
that you will enjoy trying
them at your home. '
Khachapuri
I Georgian Cheese Bread)
Dough
2 packages dry yeast
Program Could Help
School Drop-Out Rate
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's school drop-out
rate, one of the worst in the
nation, could be reduced
through the implementation of
career education programs in
the state's public schools this
fall, state officials say.
School districts are required
plans for
implementing caleer
education programs tm4er a
law enacted by the 1976
General Assembly.
-If it's properly planned and
evaluated, it can have a
tremendous impact on the
drop-out rate and on "the
relev_ancy education to a
child," said Jacqueline
Cantrell, who reviews the
career education plans
submitted to the state by local
school districts.
She said students learn
more easily and are more
interested in subjects relevant
to their lives.r) Career education is not the
same as vocational education,





Although this is a big 15 by I3'i kitchen, it was not long eno
ugh to citizenship, • family • life and
allow for dining area. Moveable table extended from sna
ck bar human relations.
solved problem. Hutch and'buffet are on opposite wall wit
h frige "We consider -career
Dishwasher close to table. education as a very broad
rr-p7, area — a lifetime process,"
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school's responsibility -has to
do with making a child aware
of what life and work are all
about."
Under a law enacted by the
1976 General Assembly,
career education is to be
integrated into the curriculum
of Kentucky's public schools
from kindergarten through
12th grade, beginning with an
awareness of work and its
meaning, and then giving a
student the opportunity to
explore varibus work
experiences and determine




-Jefferson County, Hazard and
Lex,ingtoti_ __ n have bee ----ergoatte- -an- -
experimenting with career
education for several years-
using federal funds. Mrs.
atitrell noted that really
competent teachers always
nave managed to integrate
career education into their
teaching.
This year, however, school
districts will receive a grant to
implement career education
of -$3.15 student, based on
averate daily attendance
records.
School districts had until
Tuesday to submit their plans
to qualify for the new state
funds, but the state education
4department failed to receive
five of the 181 district plans.
Dorothy Alexander,
coordinator of.. career
education, was on vacation,
and it could not be determined
whether the five districts
would lose their funds, or
whether factors interfering
with the subrhission of the
plans would be taken into
account. The five are: Martin,
Pineville, Spencer, Trimble
and Jessamine.
Mrs. Cantrell, director of
the evaluation and assessment
end of thettaffice of Special
Program Services, said most
school districts have been
extremely cooperative.. She
said the state has not trld to
dictate to local school districts
the kind ,of program._ 
theyshould have, other than
fulfilling the basic statut(a-
requirements.
The career education
programs are requied to be
measurable in terms of what a
school district proposes to
offer and how it's going to go
about it. Programs will be
monitored by the state.
Workshops Planned
In July And August
At Universities
1 C. 'lukewarm 'milk
3'2-4 c. all-purpose flour
8 T. butter
t. plus 1 T. sugar
2 t. salt
Filling





Sprinkle yeast, Li t. sugar,
over 12 c. warm milk. Set
aside a minutes; then stir to
dissolve yeast. Set aside and
"allow to double in Volume. In
mixing bowl measure 3 cups of
-flour: 2 c. milk, yeast mix-
pre, 1 T. sugar and salt and
butter. Beat until smooth. Roll
in a ball and place on floured
surface. Knead, folding over
and over for 10 minutes.
Sprinkle dough with
remaining flour as needed to
prevent sticking. When dough
Is smooth and elastic, place in
a large, buttered bowl. Cover
with towel. Let rise 45
minutes. Beat dough in center
with fist; allow to rise another
30-40 minutes or until double in
bulk again.
For filling combine cheese,
butter, egg. Blend well. Puree.
For Round Loaf
Preheat over 375 degrees.
Punch dough sharply. Roll on
floured su'rface to 22 inches in
diameter, Place in buttered 9-
inch cake tin, 1"2 inches deep.
Drape over the outer rim of
pan and place smoothly in
bottom of pan. Put filling into
center as you would pie filling.
Take overhanging edges and
begin to fold them over the
cheese mixture. When com-
pletely covered, dough should
have a lot of foldover
"pleats." Take ends of
-pleats" and twist in circular
motion to seal top. Make a
small knob. Allow to rest 10
minutes before baking. Bake 1
hour. Cool on cake rack before
serving.
For Tarts
Roll dough to 24 inches in
diameter. Cut circles et
inches in diameter. And thia
makes 48 rounds. Place 2 T.
filling in each circle. Form a
diamond shape. Pull up dough
against edges of cheese. Press
corner edges together to form
diamond shapes. Brush with
egg. Allow tarts to set for 10
minutes. Bake at 375 degrees
for 20-25 minutes. Sprinkle
with coriander. Serve warm.
Nachos
1 lb: sharp cheese
1 c. chopped jalapenos
Refried beans (optional) ...-
Light cream
Large corn chips
Soften cheese to spreading.
consistence. Add peppers and
mix well. Chill witil firm. Put
t. of mixture on each corn
chip. Broil 1 minute.
Enchiladas
(serves 124








. Heat just enough olive oil to
coat a few tortillas at a time.
This makes them soft and
pliable. Spoon enchilada sauce
(about 1 T.) inside of tortilla.
Sprinkle in cheddar cheese,
oniOn, olives. Add about 3 T
choriva. Roll tortilla around
Meat mixture, seam side
down. On the bottom Of a
casserole dish *sad around
a coating of enchilada suace.
Roll enough tortillas' to fill
casserole, quickly. Cover. all
surface with enchilada sauce.
Cover with plastic wrap, if you
are no( going to bake im-
mediately. To serve, bake at
400 degrees for 20 minutes in
the middle-upper part of the
oven.
Enchilada Sauce
4 pkg. Kraft Enchilada Sauce
Mix
1-12 oz. can tomatoes
1 cup chopped onion
2'12 On. chili powder
1 t. ground cumin
8 oz. tomato sauce per
package mix. or 32 oz. for this
recipe




Cook onion and garlic' until
wilted. Add pac,kaggJA,..and
all other ingredients. Stir all. .
Brink to Mil and simmer for
10 minutes.
Chorizo
142 lbs. ground pork
6 cloves garlic
4 T. tequila or cognac or wine
3 lbs. ground beef
4 T. vinegar
6 T. chili powder
6 t. salt
Brown pork and ground
beef, garlic. Drain well. Add
- rest of ingredients and small
amount of Enchilada sauce for
binder. Use 3 T. meat in each
tortilla. 
WithOrange Salad 
Blue Cheese Dressing -
(serves 12)
Tear crisp lettuce into bite-
sized pieces to. make 6 cups.
Mix with 2 medium oranges,
peeled, sectioned. Add 1 small -
white onion chopped. Toss
with blue cheese dressing. ,
Blue Cheese Dressing
L4 c. salad oil
t. sugar
2 T. lemon juice
t. salt
dash of cayenne pepper
3 T. crumbled blue cheese
Combine dressing-
ingredients. Serve over above
salad. •
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Twe-day training workshops
for science teachers will be
held at five universities across
the state during July and
August:
The training Workshops will
help organize "a cadre of
knowledgeable science
teachers to assist local school
districts with An-service
programs," according to.
Frank B. Howard, science
consultant for the Kentucky
Department of Education. -
Elenientary, middle s-cliooT •
oriunior high, and high school
teachers will receive training
in environmental education
and • energy education ac-
" tivitles, innovative science
programs, open-ended science
'activities, student research
projects, field trips and in-
structional games, and
teaching inquiry skills.
They will also learn hes tti
program for use when th-y
return to their own 5(11'
districts. Workshop 1)'
ticipants will be expected '
assist in conducting in-Set'. -
programs in their i:v,n
districts and ..surroundv.
districts.
Workshops Wlll be held :it
Morehead State Univery
(July 14-15), Westetn El"i"
tucky University (July 20-2; ,
Eastern Kentucky Univerty
(July 28-29), the Universit:.
Kentucky (August 3-4).
the University of Louis%, •:e
(August 1142r.
)i'or further informal:
about the workshops cont, t
Howard at (502) 564-3749 r
write 1817 Capital Pl.; -3
Tower. Frankfort, KY tfit,
OTASCO
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Foam insulated, 2 bas-
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inferior light, & security
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By Abigail Van Buren
Two Parallel Lives
Need To Intersect •
• DEAR ABBY: Maybe you can tell me what's wrong witn
illy husband. He sleeps in a room all by himself, saying he
could never sleep with anyone. Yet he came from a family
of 10 kids. They were poor as church mice, and you can't
tell me HE had a room alt, to himself.
He says he's not hungry at mealtime, so I eat with the
kids. Then 10 minutes after we. finish eating, he eats alone.
He gets off work at 1:30 in the morning and stars up until 5
a.m. reading. Then he goes to sleep and gets up at 2 p.m.,
and all this time I am trying to keep five children under 8
years old quiet.
After nine years, I am getting used to it, but what do I
tell my children when they say, "Other families do things
together, why don't we?
LONELY
DEAR LONELY: Your biggest problem is not what to
tell the children, but to establish communications between
your husband and his family. You are not actually living
together. You are living parallel lives. Why? He is either
• sick or selfish. Only his doctor can tell you.
DEAR ABBY: About three weeks ago, all of- our
relatives and several of our friends received wedding
invitations to a certain wedding in town. We received no
• invitation and felt put out, but said nothing, because you
don't just call up people and ask them how come you
weren't invited, do you?
, Three days before the wedding, I got this tearful phone
call from the bride, apologizing all over the place because
she;cl.heard we didn't get an invitation. -
She said we were on her vest list, and the invitation
must have been "lost" in the mail. She begged us to come,
but I hadn't shopped for a gift, and I had nothing to wear,
so I declined. Many of our relatives said they thought we
should have gone. I would like your opinion.
OVERLOOKED
DEAR OVERLOOKED: I think you should have
attended. If you had not been wanted, the bride wouldn't
have telephoned you personally. Your gift could have come
later, and your attire would have been of little importance.
CONFIDENTIAL TO WORRIED IN WORTHINGTON,
MINN.: You have sufficient reason to worry. Minnesota
Statutes No. 609.342 says:
"Criminal sexual conduct in the first degree provides a
20-year prison sentence for sexual penetration with
another person where the sex partner is 13 years of age
an the defendant is more than three years older. If the
sex partner is 134o 16 years °rage, and the defendent is
more than two years older, the offense is in the third
degree I No. 609.344), and the penalty is 10 years in prison.
Consent to the act by tle sex partner is NOT a defense."
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Fox No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope please.
Numerous Calls Coming Into
Child Find Campaign
Calls are flowing into the
Child Find Campaign's toll..
free telephone number as
regular as •clockwork, said
Betty -Bright, unit-direeter
special projects, Bureau of
Education for Exceptional'
Children. The number1 has
been set up in conjunction with




about two calls each day since
the Child Find Campaign
began two months ago," said
Bright. "We've referred in-
formation on at least 150 calls
to local school districts. School
district personnel, in turn
contact the family of the
handicapped youngster and
work out an appropriate
educational plan for this
coming school year," she said.
"The campaign is making





services which are available
through the local school
district or other agencies, and





educational plans for them
comply with a new federal law
guaranteeing educational
opportunities in the least
restrictive enivornment
possible to school-age children
with physical, mental or
emotional handicaps, ex-
plained Bright.
Most other states are
conducting or have conducted
child find efforts. One New
England state located 245
children in a year; another
state, in the midwest, located
430 children in a year, noted
Bright.
The Child Find Campaign is
also referred to as the
"SEEK!' Campaign, which
stands for "Serve. Every
Exceptional Kentuckian.'
Parents, relatives or friends
who know of or have a child
whom they suspect is han-
dicapped should call the
SEBK toll-free number, 1-800-
372-2964.
Land Between The Lakes Ministry
Offers Opportunities To Worship
GOLDEN POND, KY. —
"We're not there to evangelize
or convert, we're just there as
a presence," Arthelia Brooks,
executive --secretary of the
Land Between The Lakes
Area Ministry, said.
The Land Between The
Lakes Area Ministry, started




counseling to campers in the •
lakes area from Memorial
Day until Labor Day.
Worship services are held.
every Sunday morning at 8:30
a.m. at Kentucky Dam
Village, jCenlake, and Lake
Barkley State Campgrounds
in Kentucky; Paris Landing
State Campground in Ten-
nessee; Corps of Engineers
Canal Recreation 'Area; and
Hillman .Ferry, Rushing
Creek, and Piney Cam-
pgrounds in Land Between
The Lakes.
Program membership in-

















nationwide for over 46 year





Nobody bates pests like Termini' bates pests.
Member Mtrray Chamber of Commerce,
Member National Peet Control Assoc.
Member Kentucky Pest Control Assoc
Right to Live Alone
To boost their income, a niun-
ber of colleges and universities
have 'adopted rules requiring stu-
dents to live in dormitories. But
disgruntled students have coun-
tered by taking the -matter into
the courtroom.
"I prefer to live alone,- .one
youth pointed out, "and I have a
constitutional right to do so
Forcing me to live in a dormitory







pastors from area churches to
stay in trailers at the three
family campgrounds in Land
Between The Lakes, TVA's
170,000-acre pi blic demon-
stration area, to serve as
chaplains for one week.
"Chaplains are expected to
be good campers and be
available at all times for
counseling with campers,"
said Vincent Walkup, a United
Methodist minister from
Clarksville, TN, who spent a
week this summer as chaplain
_ in Rushing Creek -.Cam-
pground. "Also, if there is a
death in the family of a
camper, the chaplain goes
with the TVA representative
to help tell the person."
Chaplains also help with all
other types of emergency
situations and with some
campground programs.
"It's a really good
program," Rev. Walkup said
about the Leisure ministry.
"It's something that we can
develop and expand into other
areas. The church has always
said 'Here we are if you win(
to come to us,' but now it's
starting to go where the people
are and saying 'We want to be
there too.'
"I think it's comforting to a
lot of campers to know that if
they ever need a minister,
there is always one they can
go to."
Vincent Walkup, a United Methodist minister from Clarksville, TN, conducts a Sunday -
morning worship service at Rushing Creek Campground as part of the area.ininistry
program at Land Between The Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre recreation and en-
vironmental education area in western Kentucky and Tennessee.
(TVA Photo by Tom Mien)
But the' court disagreed, re-
minding the student that even
the right of privacy has limits.
The right was adequately pro-
-teeted, -said the-eourt7wo-iong-as--- -
his private quarters within the
dormitory were kept inviolate
against unwarranted- search or
intrusion. •
Another student challenged the
live-in rule on grounds of discrim-
ination.
"They let you live outside if
You are over 21," he told a
"Obviously this is discriminatory
against those of us who happen
to be younger."
But again the court decideil in
favor of the college. The court
said the discrimination was lawful
if it had a reasonable educational
purpose. And it was reasonable,
said the court, to consider younger
students in greater need of expet;i-
ence in group living.
On the other hand, another
college did run into a constitu-
tional roadblock. This school sim-
ply assigned all students to the
ddrmitory until the rooms were
filled. The remainder were permit-
.-ted to live where they pleased.
But this arrangement was held
unconstitutional because there
was no educational justification
for dividing students in-such an
arbitrary manner.
It the college wanted toincresse
its income, said the court, it
should hart spread the financial
burden euaflJ on all students —
inst.as it.w raising tUition. .
A public mervice feature of the
American Bar Association and
the Kentucky Bar Association.
The National Academy of De-
sign is the oldest art group in
New York City and the second
oldest in, the nation to be organ-
ized and administered by art-
ists for the advancement of the

















Easy to assemble u-
nit will hold 144
standard Mason jars.





COLANDER 1  66
21/2 CIT. ROTARY
FOOD PRESS 5  77
FRUIT JAR FUNNEL . . 57C
Essentials utensils get the job
clone. Food press for fruiM and veg-
etables, 3-qt. -'colander for rinsing








45 R EG .
336
Choose twenty-five
1-pt. size, twenty 1-
qt., or twelve 1/2-gal,
MIRRO
(414 111..'NM,
°411Y WI* M059221/2 OT.
PRESSURE I 4 88
COOKER I
Has automatic pressure control, re-









Features seif-seating- gas-ket , • atrt-orrratfc
pressure control, cooking-canning tray, rec-
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coated freezer wrap in 18"
by 50' roll.
JAR F iLIVE(N CH
47
For wide and stan-



























- -A-1-urrrinum canner-holds 7 quart or 9






















'I 500REG. 19.88 '•PCC4
Lightweight bast aluminum cooker.







Perfect for blanching foods, cook-
ing spaghetti, macaroni, etc. Capac-











Serrated tip on stainless
steel blade, natural wood
handleb-rength 6 3/8"
Bol-Air Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat. Equal Opportunity Employer 753-8717 
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Your Individual -
Horoscope
Frances Drake — -  
FOR THURSDAY, JULY 7,1877
t
hat kind of day will
rrow be? To find out what
stars say, read the forecast
en for your birth Sign.
sys,
( . 21 to Apr. 20)
Though many means to ad-
vancement exist, you COULD
Wow a wrench into the




(Apr. 21 to May 21) 1-t•-• *Ki'Lr
„personal relationships should
I:0 highly congenial now. In
fact, some of your brighter and
rdore amusing companions
could give you some stimulkting
ideas.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
Place your confidence in hard
facts rather than "feelings"
and, in discussions with others,
don't be overly imaginative.
You could read too much into
their words. -
CANCER
( June 22 to July 23)
Great activity indicated in






(July 24 to Aug. 23) 4124
Planetary restrictions lift
now so you will find
achievement Considerably
Not only should routine
matters go well, but you may
even have an opportunity to
cash in on an avocational skill.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept.-23) NP%
Curb an inclination to act or
make decisions too quickly. In
holding discussions, don't try to
(owe issues or you could
overshoot a safe mark.
LIBRA










Introduce a new note -
perhaps a new approach - to
give more spark to day's
doings. Output will sub-
stantially improve. --
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nve'r•
Go after the big gains but do
not expect to have things your
way all along the line. Be
prepared for some opposition
and you can meet it more .
easily.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) Jev,#
A tabulation of "musts" may
uncover a weak program - one
that should be pepped up to
show your abilities to better
advantage.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Via
Not much planetary help
here. How the day turns out will
be largely up to yourself. Use
your wits to project the ef-
fective and eliminate the
mediocre.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Look well into proposed
suggestions or you may find
yourself involved where you
least desire it. Sonic definite
"no" answers will be required.
PISCES 
C.'( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Avoid tendencies toward
restlessness and unruliness.
Note warning signals. Many
errors and misguided moves
can thus be averted. Shun ex-
tremes.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a high order of
intelligence and, being
essentially scholarly, you never
cease in your quest for
knowledge. Extremely adept,
too, in imparting this knowledge
to others, you would make a
teacher without per. Science.
also appeals to you and you
have an inventive turn of mind.
Any branch of modern
ter.hnology would be an ex-
cellent outletTer-yolEr
You are artistic, too, and would
make an outstanding- painter,
musician, writer (especially on
scientific subjects), or actor.
Birthdate of: Marc Chagall,
modern painter; Vince .Ed-
wards, actor.
The Old Vic Theater was
built in South London in 1818.
Originally named the Royal Co-
burg, it proved a failure as a
ilraina theater and was turned
into a tnusic hall. The old edi-
fice became famous after 1914
when it was converted into a
classical and Shakespearean
theater.
Noise PollutionJust As Hazardous As Any OthelKind,Studies Made
Pollution is a fact of modern deal of psychic damage as
life. Almost everyone is aware well.
of thew dangers of them and It can interfere with a
their environment posed by person's sleep, with his work
dirty air and dirty water.
„ But there is another form of
Pollution that is just as
common and just as hazar-
dous to people exposed to it.
It's 0 type of pollution that is
perhaps more insidious
because we become so used to
it we tend to take it for
granted, not even realizing the
damage it is doing to us.
It's called noise. .
And noise • pollution is
becoming such a serious
problem in our heavily in-
dustrialized society that
several scientists at the
J/riftersity of Louisville - like
scientists throlighout, the
world - are studying noiie
and its effect on people in an
effort to find ways to decrease
the damage it does.
One of them, Dr. Michel
Loeb, director of the ex-
perimental training program
in U of L's psychology
department, sarS that most
people are exposed to far
more noise than they realize
and that noise doesn't even
have to be noticeably loud to




Scuba diving has become
the newest addition to the law
enforcement training
programs offered by the
Kentucky Bureau of Training.
In addition to. the training
sessions 24 local police of-
ficers and training staff un-
derwent this month, they got
an opportunity to try; their new
skills in real life.
The day before the training
session was to end, Deputy
Sheriff Ed Tucker of Wayne
County asked the class to
assist in recovering a body
reportedly drowned in Beaver
Creek Lake, part of Lake
Cumberland.
The advanced scuba diving
class_ was sent to Wayne
County to help, and spent two
perforri,dnce, with his ability
to concentrate and even with
. his emotions and physiology.
For example', Loeb pointed
to research performed in
Europe showing a higher
incidence of cardiovascular
disease among workers in
noisy factories: - And, in
research done in Sudan, where
the noise level is very low,
persons studied showed lower
blood pressure and less
hearing loss. Additional
studies indicate that children
who live in noisy .aparrUnents
- have lower- 1Qs--and trouble
learning 10 speak clearly.
In each of these studies,
Loeb pointed out, there may
be other contributing factors.
But most. scientiests agree
that noise is at least a partial
cause of problems - such as
cardiovasctlar disease and
high blood pressure and that a
less noisy environment is
generally a more healthy one.
Because of sueh problems,
many scientists and
legislators have begun to take
notice and set levels telling us
just how noisy our en-
vironment should be.
Sound is Usually measured
in decibels fellEtt,- 'with one
decibel' representing the
upto Obviously, people who work daysivingiwater 
faintest sound the averaged  95
in factories, or nightspots with- ear can hear. acfeet deep. Aided by the um"
loud music, or machine shops
will be exposed to loud noises
practically their whole
working day.
But Dr. Irving Silverman,
assistant professor of
pediatrics at U of L, said that
even office workers are not
immune from noise pollution.
For in even what seems like a
quiet office, people are almost
continuously bombarded with
the sounds of typewriters
clacking, telephones ringing,
iiv isations buzzing, the air
conditioner humming, cars
and trucks whizzing by outside
and even so-called "soothing"
Music flowing in through
speakers.
All this can add up to a_ great
deal of annoyance - even
unconScious annoyance - to
people- surrounded by it. Any
annoyance, Silverman said, is
a critical factor.
Most people know that in-
tenseleveli of sound on do
physical harm - Mgr- can
cause deafness and, in ex-
treme cases, even death.
But -Loeb and Silverman
said that noise, can do a good
Louisville Police Department
diving team, they reported





Robert C. Stone said that even
though the trainees' efforts
were unsuccessful, the need
for their participation proved
the necessity for offering such
a training program.
"We learned from this
experience that underwater
recovery is an aspect of law
, enforcement training that has
been neglected in the past. We
are very optimistic that this
will now become a vital part of
our curriculum and enable us
to give the Kentucky police
officers a truly effective
background for their highly
diversified job functions,"
Stone said.
increase of six decibels in-
dicates a doubling in volume
of the sound.'
M9st experts agree that 90
- dB is the level which produces
physical damage in most
people. But it can vary.
"I've seen tests ,performed
on men who have been in
combat who worked with
mortars and heavy artillery
and came out with no damage,.
while there is a small per-
centage Of the population who
-. ma, Italian. composer
cal music; was born
diovanni Pierluigi in the an-
cient town of Palestrina in 1525.
The name of' his birthplace was






at the Jayce Fairgrounds
Program of Events
FRIDAY, JULY 8, 1977 • •
7: al P.M. Beauty Contest -- Lovett Auditorium
MONDAY, JULY 11,1977
it  5:00 P.M. - 14-FIRAtIbiLShow
7:00 P.M. Official Openirka
7:00 P.M. 4 Wheel Drive Pull
TUESDAY, JULY 12, 1977--
10:00 A.M. -- Jersey Cattle Show
7:00 P.M. Demolition Derby
WEDN(SDAY, JULY 13,1977
10:00 A.M. --- Holstein-Friesian Cattle Show
- 5:00 P.M. -- Op6n Rabbit Show
• 5:00 P.M. - Family Night
700 P.M. - All American RougFj Riders
Fire Works
THURSDAY, JULY 14, 1977
1;00 P.M. -- Kiddies Day
6:00 P.M. -- 4-H & FFA Deriry Show
7,00 P.M. ----- Horse & Mule Pull
FRIDAY, JULY 15,1977
10:00 -- Beef Cottle shows .
7:00 P.M. t Music Show
SATURDAY, JULY 16,1977
1000 A.M. -- Hog Show
10:00 A.M. --- Form Bureau Day
of:, 30 P M. - Tractor Pull
•
14-Wheel Drive Pull
Horse & Mule Pull
Ky. Lake Music-Barn Show
will sustain hearing loss at 80
dB," Silverman said.
"In addition, I've heard of
research on rock musicians
which shows that those who
really love what they're doing
will sustain far less damage
than those who are not
emotionally involved with
their music and are in it just
for the money."
Already there are federal
regulations setting noise
limitations in various cir-
cumstances. For example,
Silverman said the Oc-
cupational Safety and Health
Act of 1972 stipulates that
workers can spend no more
than eight hours a day on a job
were decible levels are at 90
dB, four hours where the level
is 95 dB, two hours at 100 dB
and one hour at'105 cIB.
Another *federal regulation
sets the noise limit, for motor
vehicles at 88 dB measured at
a spot 50 feet from the high-
way.
• And the state of Kentucky is
considering adopting a
regulation setting limits on the
amount of noise a person
allows to cross his property
line.
But both Silverman and
Loeb maintain that no real
upp raa --will--be -made until
people decide for themselves
to take action.
"1 fee‘ that noise pollution
will take the same kind of
consumer action that has
worked in the areas of water
and air pollution," Silverman
said. "It will take someone to
get up on the soapbox to make
noise a cause."
But the.two men also agree
that there are certain limited
steps people can take right
now to help protect them-
selves from noise pollution, your own environment wtti be
They can wear earplugs quieter; and second, if enough
whenever they ;re involved in people refuse to. Igo noisy
particularly noisy jobs, such appliances, manufacturers
as mowing the lawn. will eventually get the
They can complain - either, message and stop making
in person or to the authorities them:::
- about loud disturbances: .-2—Report noisy conditions
Many communities nose' have in your working environment
regulations retarding noise which may be affecting your
and can cite an offender as a nerves.
public nuisance. - Visit an audiologist or
otologist who can determine
whether you have suffered
any hearing loss. He can also
give you tipkon regaining any
lost hearing if possible) and
avoid future damage.
People who take these steps
will be acting in their oWn self-
interest. But, as Loeb and
Silverman pointed out, their
entire environment will
benefit.
Other dos and don'ts in-
clude:
'- Take a noise break when
involved in a noisy activity.
- Don't go from a noisy job
to noisy recreation, such as
riding a motorcycle or at-
tending a rock concert.
- Shop for appliances that
are quiet. This tactic has a
two-pronged effect. First,
W. Winston Barnard, M.D.
Announces The Qpening Of His Office
For The Practice Of
PSYCHIATRY
The Barnard Clinic
Suite 301 Century Building
Broadway gt 170 Street
Paducah, Kentucky
By Appointment
Office Hovel 9 To 5,
Monday 11srosigh Friday
Telephone Answered 24 Hours
(502)443-2015
J
The Friendly Folks at Otasco want




'ALL BIKES COME PARTIALLY













Our best 26-in. lightweight. Deluxe caliper
brakes with dual position sof ety levees and
stem mounted shift contro/s. Stylish kinwoll
tires and chrome disc chain guard Wide























SAVE • 7 G6
REG. $89.99
Get where the action is! The hot new chopper style
Fire Cot features extended chrome front fork and
flame decorated point job, for the look and feel that-
will make any young rider feel really cool! Wide
angle safety reflectors. st .
Take' the youngster for a ride in this
high-impact molded seat with safety
belt. visa
Girls—Dress up your
















tteo•y duty fork Moto.
'ass fenders & number
plate Knobby rear tires










Your Cnoic• of hem





Official Rugged all wbbe, s.,
tion Waterproof & scsiffproofr •
Sole Pm's Good Thru Saturday at Over 600 Stores Throughout thi South & Southwest
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Area Youths Participate In Land
Between The Lakes Day Camp Program
GOLDEN POND, KY. -
When the school bus drove
through the campground gate,.
everything was ready for the
children coming to day camp.
Equipment had been laid
out for the camping demon-
stration, and the schedule was
in: order as the Land Between
The Lakes staff prepared for
wither session of the day
'camp program at the 170,000-
acre recreation and public
demonstration area in
western Kentucky and Ten-
nessee.
The day camp program,
which started five years ago,
is a cooperative effort with
area recreation, mental
health, 4-H, and, church
organizations. The program is
a demonstration to determine
the practicality of tran-
sporting children to an out-
door environment and
providing them with a lear-





Western State Hospital in
Hopkinsville, KY: the
Murray, KY, Comprehensive
Care Center; and several
other groups.
We try to get kids in here
that wouldn't otherwise have a
chance to come to camp,"
Sandy Ismael, a recreation
intern student who works with
the day camp program, said.
Participating organizations
%schedule groups to come on
weekdays and hold camp at
one of several Land Between
The Lakes facillties; usually
the one closest to the group:
Preparation for a day camp
starts long before the campers
arrive. Miss Ismael and her
supervisor, Robert Jones, a
recreation planner at Land
Between The Lakes, hold
sessions with organization
leaders to determine a
_schedule of activities to meet
the group's individual needs.
"Together we have to decide
what we can and cannot do,"
she said.
Although' Miss Ismael and
other recreation intern
students are responsible for
the program, organizations
are asked to furnish leaders to
supervise their group.
"A lot of my program. 
depend -on the people
coming," Miss Ismael said.
Children are usually taught
skills such as caniping,
canoeing, swituniing, and
nature study with the specific
techniques and methods
geared toward the. ,specific
group. Organized recreation
programs are also provided.
Organizations are
responsible for their own
transportation to and from the
camp and campers provide
their own lunches. All other
facilities and equipment are
furnished by the Tennessee
Valley Authority. Thirty-five
groups from within a 100-mile
radius of Landlittween The
Lakes are scheduled to par-
ticipate in the day camp
program this summer.
Buenos Aires, Argentina, one
of the leading ports of South
America, is on the estuary Rio
de la Plata some 150 miles
from the Atlantic Ocean.
.1-Sandy Ismael," summer practicum student at TVA's La
nd Between The Lakes, in-
structs a group of children in camping practices and 
safety. The children were at-
tending a day camp co-sponsored by Clarksville Parks an
d Recreation and Land Bet-
ween The Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre outdoor recreation an
d environmental education
.area located in western Kentucky and Tennessee.
(TVA Photo by Mark Lyons)
KILO 77
The Friendly Folks say take us along when you
Insulated
Beverage Jug
147 This Va gallon hot & coldlug has a cop spout and
wide mouth opening for




• America s most popular
reel, complete with 10 lb




Perfect for the beginner! 2-pr
'ad with enclosed Zebco reel,










'Heavy cosNvos fabric with 1"
aluminum tubing frame.
12 QT. ICE CHEST
99 SAVE2.00 
8.99
Holds 12 king-size bottles or 2 six-packs of
cans. Locking handles, polyurethane insula-





I ql. scout style 
197aluminum canteen
with caner and ad
iustabie strap. , REG
•








kit has pan, p,f,
cover ond p
Fishing Lure





Worm Special with 3 trays, 2p -campartments, 2 spinne•
bait rocks, assorted colors Impervious to all plastic boos.
Attorney General Says Calling
State 'Commonwealth' Proper
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Orators who wax eloquent
with references to "this great
Commonwealth" of Kentucky
can continue their flowery
speeches without fear of
successful contradiction.
For the attorney general's
office says it's all right to call
this state a commonwealth.
--The office, which usually is
cautious and circumspect in
its opinions, used seven pages
Tuesday ,to knock down a
contention by Robert B. Sales,
a Louisville lawyer, that the
commonwealth designation is
illegal.
Sales charged that the
language used in a 1791 Act of
Congress admitting Kentucky
into the Union makes use of
the term "commonwealth"
illegal in connection with the
state seal, flag and Other
trappings of authority,
He said the act refers only to
the "state of Kentucky" and
not the "Commonwealth of
Kentucky."
Asst. Atty. Gen._ Charles
Runyan told a reporter he
does not know why Sales
raised the issue, but added he
feels that "from 'the public
standpoint, this extraordinary
theory should be put to rest; it
has absolutely no validity."
Runyan said in his non-
binding advisory:
"The term 'Commonwealth
of Kentucky' implies a socio-
political symbolism, but
legalistically a n d
constitutionally it simply
means the 'state of Kentucky.'
"Kentucky's historical and
legal usage of the term
represents a proper exercise
of its sovereign powers as a
state; and this long and
unassailed practice in
synonymity is not subject to
the regulatory control of the
congress.
"While our ;mother state,
Virginia, uses the term
'Commonwealth," he added,
"the historians should not
overlook the fact that the
great early leaders of
Kentucky, coming out of
Virginia, Maryland,
Pennsylvania and New
Jersey, were imbued with a
conscidusness of their
-pioneering uniqueness, as
expressed in their free thought
and.free
Runyan recalled that a
nephew of US. Sen. John
Crittenden "of this
Commonwealth"—when
asked in 1851 in Havana, Cuba
to kneel, to be shot by a firing
_squad, replied that "a Ken-
tuckian kneels to none but
God."




—"ernbraced by the stout-.
hearted Kentuckians." -
And he quoted the preamble
to the 1891 state Constitution,
still in force, which reads:
"We, the people of the
Cornnronwealth.of 
Kentucky..."
The term is used
"everywhere and anywhere"
and violates no federal or
state laws, Runyan said.
In a more muted opinion,
the attorney general's office
gave the green light for the
state's Financial Disclosure
Review Commission to add a
number of officials required to
make disclosures of their
financial status to the
conunissitin.
It said there is "almOst a
total lack of precedent" in the
matter, but that the




NEW YORK ( AP) — By the
year 2000, it is estimated that
80 per cent of the world's popu-
lation will live in "coastal
zones" — areas within 50 miles
of where land and ocean meet
— according to, The Compass, a
publication of MOAC, a com-
mercial marine insurer.
One way to relieve the
crowded seashore is to move
the cities, suggests the ocean-
ographer, inventor and futuro-
logist, Dr. Atbelstan Spilhaus.
"We could design full-scale
floating cities on hollow con-
crete cylinders for floatation,"
he explains in the magazine.
Instead of going up into the
sky, large buildings would ex-
tend beneath the surface of the
sea — "bottom scratchers," as
Dr. Silhaus calls them.
People would work above the
surface; machinery would be
beneath the surface.
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requested to check the
first snuff-hart of ads for
corr•ctiun This
newspaper will be
responsible for only -
one incorrect insertion
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE-
LY SO. PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD_ CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM-
- PTLY IN , CASE OF AN
ERROR
Free for the Asking I
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
THE FINEST CARS IN THE
WORLD USE
UNIROYAL
  -ENtb! CADILLAC • THUNDERBIRD • MONTE CARLO
FOLKS-10 COUGAR XR-7 • GRAND PRIX • CUTLASS • ELECTRA 225
The radial tires, used as original equipment on these cars are among
the world's finest. The UNIROYAL Steel-belted Radial is one of them.
Only after passing a series of arduous tints was it chosen for us• as





NOW ON SALE AT OTASCO





















Hi,capacity filter; Screw-on type for most
Ford, Chevy and Chrysler cars. - ••
Other Oil Filters Available For Most Cars
THE ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT TIRE
• 78 SERIES DESIGN • 2-STEEL BELTS • RADIAL POLYESTER CORD
PLIES • WHITE S1DEWALL
Rey. 59.95
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Keep your air conditioner cool,
and comfortable. 14-oz. can.
3' 465
Air Conditioner Charging
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Randy Eubanks plays the call to dinner for Boy Scout
Troop 71 at Camp Energy in Land Between The Lakes,
TVA's 170,000-acre public demonstration area located
in western Kentucky and Tennessee. Eubanks is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Eubanks &Hardin, Ky. The troop is
sponsored by the South Marshall, North Calloway Op-
timist Club.
(TVA Photo by Mark Lyons)
Eviction Notice Given Over
Blind Man's Seeing Eye Dog
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) —
An eviction notice agaitist a
Kenton County couple has
not been lifted per se," but a
dispute over their blind son's
seeing eye dog apparently has
been settled, their attorney
says.
Ben Wessels, owner of an
apartment complex in
Crescent Springs, Ky. near
Covington, Ky. ordered David
Kochera and his wife evicted
last month because James
Kochera's dog, Gester, was in
violation of a "no pets" rule.
"I got hold of the owner of
the apartment complex and
they put me in touch with their
lawyer and I explained the
situation and they agreed to
let them stay there,"
Covington lawyer Jack Howell
said Tuesday.
"I don't know what the
problem was ...I think they




student, has been blind since
March 1975 because of
diabetic retinopathy.
He said his parents moved
to the apartment from
Louisville in mid-May.
"We didn't even know I was








The date 7/7/77 is a rare occurrence.
Murray Burger Chef is
celebrating Thursday, July 7„ 1977
by marking down everything on the
menu 7 cents on that day Only, be it a
drink, a hamburger... whatever.







































































dog," he said, adding that he
owned the animal about six
weeks.
Mrs. Kochera already had
given up a pet cat after eight
years because of the rule
against pets, only to discover
several other residents had
dogs and cats, Howell sald
Neither Howell nor Kochera
could account for Wessels'
objection to Gester, a female
border collie.
Wessels' attorney, Don
Buring, said Tuesday it had
been "a misunderstanding."
However, Kochera said
Wessels had been "really
nasty about it" when he first
objected to the dog.
"My mother and I tried to
explain I needed the dog to get.
around, but he just didn't
seem to care," Kochera said.
Wessels could not be
reached for comment.
Ho% ell said he did not know
whether the Kocheras would
stay in the apartment, but
Buring said the dispute had
been "resolved" and the
couple could stay indefinitely.
SWEET RETURN
WINSTO N-SALEM, N.C.
t AP — Molasses, the most nu-
tritious sweetening agent, can
be traced back 8,000 years, to
the original cultivation of sugar
cane in New Guinea. Popular in
the West by 1600, it is now
being rediscovered by Ameri-
can consumers, according to
RJR Foods.
The increase in molasses con-
sumption is attributed to the
growing number of Americans
cooking their own bread,
cookies and sauces from
scratch. Molasses production in
the last quarter of 1976 was
100,000 pounds greater than
during the comparable period
in 1975
Casandra Scans, 12, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Scaggs, and Sharon Webb, 13,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wiliam Webb, both of Girl Scout Troop 66 of Urbana, It, had
some problems in setting up their tent. Johnny McBrayer, 12, son of Mr. and Mrs. Don
McBrayer Jeff Reason, 11, son of Mr. and Mrs. David ReaSon; and Craig Edwards, 11, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Pat Edwards, all of Hardin, KY, and rnimbers of South Marshall Boy
Scout Troop 77 which was camped nearby, came to assist the girls. The two groups
were staying at Camp Energy in Land Between The Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre public
demonstration area located in western Kentucky and Tennessee.







SALE ENDS JULY 11
BEGLEY'S
DRUG STORES
',PRICES GOOD WHILE QUANTITIES tAiitT
PURSETTFS
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FREE SAMPLES. . .
HILISHIREFARMS
*SMOKED SAUSAGE
IGA TABLERITE BEEF IS
PEOPLE PLEASER PRICED!





Jim ktialmrhas put Tent Full.
(F.
In Front of the Soon..
anIllf,I;EASI114,)NED
PRODUCE N$ARKET with
Quttlif l'rjr. _boo like
picking from your Own garde,'
but with more lotrirly soul
guaranteed tpittlit.




















ONE 10 Lb. BAG
IGA CHARCOAL
AT OUR EVERY DAY
LOW PRICE OF
$1.33 Ea.




2 cans of Minute
Maid Frozen
ORANGE JUICE
SAVE: 12 oz. at our Every day











this week did not
have a Bankroll-cord
. punched.
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WHEN YOU PURCHASE












303 WHEN YOU PURCHASE
CAN 2 pkg. of Jack's
Chocolate Chip or
Coconut Macaroon
SAVE: 460 Cookies Is oz. pkg. at
Everyday Low Price: 994 ea.
NORTHSIDE: $200 SOUTHSIDE: $300
SOUTHSIDE: NO WINNER -
Consolation Prize Awarded
The John Doe Family BANK ROLL
of Murray whose (mune was
drawn this week did not have

















TEENIE WEENIE. SWEET PEAS






ONE 18 oz. JAR OF
PETER PAN
PEANUT BUTTER
AT OUR EVERYDAY $112 La.LOW PRICE OF • "
LUNCH BAGS
WHEN YOU PURCHASE
ONE PKG OF ATLAS 10 CL.
TRASH BAGS




Noon to 9 PM
A






Wynw4oIley Kathy NIro Lisa Francis
Fair Queen
Contestants
, The 21 young girls pictured
here will compete for thg, title.
of Miss Calloway County Fair
Queen in the pageant Friday,
July 8 at Lovett Auditorium.
The pageant, scheduled to
begin at 7:30 p. m., is the
initial event of this year's
Calloway Cotty Fair which
will get into' full swing
Monday,- July 11 and will run
through Saturday, July 16.
The pageant is spong'ored by
the Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.















Fire Code Violations Reported In Motel Fire
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP) —
.Because of the presence of
combustible painting supplies,
a Lexington motel was in
violation of the city's fire code,
when it was heavily damaged
by a fire early Monday, a fire
official says.
The blaze broke out beneath
a stairwell where painters had
stored buckets of. paint, paint
thinner, a tarpaulin and oily
4rags, Fire Marshal Tom
Parker said Tuesday. _
Acting Eire Chief Gene
Glass said such storage is
gUhibited by the National
Ft% Protection Associktion
cod, which is part of'
Lexington's fire-code
ordinance.
Parker, hoWever, said the
Division of Fire would not
lodge charges against % the
motel unless "willful and
malicious negle4:k was
determined.
The cause of the fire still
isn't known, Parker said,
although arson has not been
ruled out.
We don't think it was
intentional, but the public is
..4ue this type of (thorough)
investigation," he said.
-Some sick person could
have seen. the painting
materials and tossed a match.
We don't know yet," Parker
said.
Some 100 rooms of the 325-
room facility were damaged
by smoke and flames when the
blaze erupted from the
stairwell early Monday.
Painters had- been working
outside the rkotel and -for
some reason, they set some
buckets of paint and paint
thinner under the stairwell for
the weekend,'1 said motel
manager Otto Speth.
Parker said • investigators
would talk to everyone who
might have been in the area in
their effort to determine the
fire's those.
He said suipicion of arson
was routine in such fires.
"Even though its quite
obvious about what happened
and when it happened, we still
don't knoW why it happened,"
he said.
No one was injured in the
blaze. The flames were
confined mostly to two rooms,
,
Phil Benrock, Benton, Ky., and Billy fhlben, Mayfield, Ky, got together for some„.quiet
guitar playing recently at Hematite take; a scenic area located in land Between The
Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre public demonstration area in western Kentucky and Ten-
nessee.
(TVA Photo by Robert Duntaiij
Speth said.
"One family In 335—they
were on their way to _
Australia—they lost in the-
neighborhood of $5,000 in -
personal belongings," Speth
said. "Of course, they were
covered by their insurance
and by ours." .
- Speth said the _clean-up
operation was expecited to
take about three months:.
The motel was forced to -
cancel "two or three"
conventions because of the




BUENOS AIRES AP) — The
new Ullurn Darn in western Ar-
gentinao scheduled for com-
pletion in mid-1979, will open up
the desert zone of San Juan
,k'revince in the Andes foothills
to colonization and additional
agricultural far-inland.
More than GO per cent of the
work on Ullum Dam has been
completed, and now work, is
starting on the 1,O75-acre park
zone around the darn site.
In addition to adding to the
panorama from high Above on
Mount Ullum, the dam will be
used to irrigate the arid region,
enabling people to settle on
farms. This government plan is
designed to aid in depopulating
urban centers such as Greater













Rich, velvety flat finish for
all walls, ceilings. Applies
easily, covers most sur-




Large. top opening for easy
fillini?Head-space measur-
• er for 1" and 1'/3". 336
JAR LIFTER
Grips tars securely to
remove Them from boiling




Mashes and strains vegeta-
bles. fruit Ideal for special















CHOOSE FROM 13 JAMESTOWN COLORS
And White
Puts more years between you and
Your next paint job. Applies
smoothly, dries bug- and dust-free
in 20 minutes; tools dean up in










Strong plastic for food pro-
tection. F1-18013 Pint .4'?'
Quart 57,
Pt or Qt. 111
FREEZER CONTAINERS
Plastic with snap-on lids.





For safely canning nonacid
foods or quick-cooking










The new Magic Fingers Frencher/Sheller slices green
beans french style and shells any peas or beans thaf you
would normally shell by hand, Quick. Easy.
Powered by your hand mixer or variable speed drill (800
r.p. m. max.) Shells two (2) bushels an hour and slices a pot
full in minutes.- Dishwasher safe (Top Shelf). .
Garden peas and beans are so goodl Now you can enjoy
those garden fresh delicacies without theluss and bother














































Purchase any. 2 of these items....and select a magazine
47eid and Yheam • tgicad and !-- ac
W6-6T.4 • ryde *Odd • YoAethzi &ideneny fq/a6C44
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•
WE EACH MAPE NET
CENTS.. WHAT ARE '-?0L1
60NNA 00 WiTH ALL
THAT MONEY' MARCIE
bOLF SEEMS LIKE A 6000
LIFE, 51R.I TH:lNK I'LL.
Moi OWN GOLF BALL
-AND JOIN THE TOUR'
ONE TWO- ONE Two- 1 ALL THIS
CNE TWO ) Or\i 74.640 *,EXEPC.SE






Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 7534272.
MARY KAY Cosmetics
phone Sonya Futrell 753-
4505 after 4:00 p. m. and
all day Saturdays.
MOST' COMPLETE
service._ shop in this
area. Murray Lawn and
Garden, 200 E. Main.
FOR WATKINS
Products. Contact
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.
DRIVE A UTILE and



















JESUS says in Mark
13:13. "And ye shall be
hated of all men for my
name's sake: but he that
shall endure unto the
end, the same shall be
saved." .And in Luke
9:62 "No man, having
put his hand to the
plough, and looking
back, is fit for the
kingdom of God." For
further - information
consult your Bible. For
assistant call 753-0984.











bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
sire into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.












5 Lost And Found
FOUND - MALE Poodle




with elderly couple day
or night. Call 753-2927 or
7534886 after 4.
HIGH SCHOOL student









a. m. to 3 p. in. only.




babysit in my home
anytime, day or night.














FULL TIME and part
time sales persons. Must
be able to run a cash
register. No phone calls,




-product, no big in-
vestment, no sales
experience necessary.
Send resuMe to Box 32B,

















to $1,000 the first mon-








qualify: Must be 21
years or older, bon-
dable, have good car,
and ambitious. For in-
terview call Les
Morris, 1-442-7341
Thursday from 1 p.m. -
9 p.m. Friday 9 a.m.-9
p.m. Equal Op-
portunity Company.






WANT TO BUY - good
used mobile home. Call
527-8322.
WANT -TO BUY used
regular size mattress





Call' 753-7106 after 5 p.
m.
VVRECKED Chevrolet
Vega for parts and
engine or complete'
engine. Call 753-5399.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired.-
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669. •
15 Articles For Sale
AVAILABLE NOW.
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs-. West-Ky.




















































15 Articles For Sale
TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks, 13 cents each.




last all deluxe models
with variable speed
fans, 9 position ther-








FOR SALE used air
conditioner We also




knit, 50 cents a yard, 200
yards available. 10
yards minimum. Call
753-5721 after 6 p. m.
REFRIGERATOR, baby
bed and mattress. Call
436-2337.
LARGE SWEET corn,
also tame plums and
apples. Call 753-4725.
SHINGLES $13.50 sq. Roll
roofing $6.50 ea., 15 lb.
felt $5.00. 4x8 Particle
board ',4" at $1.40, 311" at
$2.00, 1/2" at $2.50, St" at
$2.85. Plywood 34" at
$9.00. 2 x 4's at 65 cents
ea. Paneling 4 x 8 sheets
over 80 selections
starting at $2.95 ea.
Wood Spindles at 5 cents
per inch., Paint.
Styofoam insulation -
1 " and I" 4 x 8 sheets.
Doors starting at $5.00
ea. Bathroom' vanities
and wall board. Tomato.
stakes at 6 cents per ft.
New shipment of safes
from $25.00 and up. Used
office desks starting at
$40.00, used office chairs
staring at $10.00. Steel
pipe several sizes at 15
cents kib. Closet cedar 4
-x 8 sheets for $3.75 to
6.00. Fiberglass at 12
cents to 27 cents per sq,
ft. for green houses,
patios, tarporti, skir-
lin_g for average trailer
$60.00.. Ross & Tuck
Salvage Mdse. Inc. P. 0.
Box 88 Martin, Tn. 38237,
phone 901-587-2420. Open
on Sat. until 3:00.
15 Articles For Sale
CLEAN RUGS, like new,
so easy to do with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Aire Shopping Center:
BEATEN DOWN carpet
paths go when Blue
Lustre arrives, Rent
electric shampooer.








stand, 3,000 RPM Black
and Decker grinder,
porta power. 25" color
T. V. RCA, 1967
Barracuda, excellent
condition, 70,000 actual
miles, 2 door hardtop,
slant six straight shift,




work, Craig CB, 4103
amilifier, 100 watt. Call
437-4894.
TRUCK LOAD Tire Sale.




$1.74 FE Tax, E78x14",
$19.42 plus $2.30 FE'Tax,
F78x14", $20.15 plus
$2.44 FE Tax; G78x14"
or 15", $21.38 plus $2.60
FE Tax, H78x15", $23.32
plus $2.85 FE Tax,
L78x15", $25.76 'plus
$3.13 FE Tax. Wide ones
with raised white let-
ters, G70x14" or 15",
$28.85 plus $2.87 FE Tax,
G-60x14" or 15", $32.48
plus $3.08 FE Tax,
1..60x14" or 15", $33.85
plus $3.58 FE Tax.
Truck tires - Hi way
tread. 700x15", 6 ply,
$24.03 plus $2.83 FE Tax,
7506(16", 8 ply, $31.20
plus $3.59 FE Tax,
H78x15", $31.13 plus*
$3.25 FE Tax. Tractor
type, 700x15", $28.04
plus $3.16 FE- Tax.
750x16", 8 ply, $37.45,
plus $3.95 FE Tax,
L78x16", 8 ply, $41.25

















This week another big load from St. Louis, nice
stack bookcase, big oak glass door bookcase, oak
china cabinet, buffet, chairs, walnut glass door
china cabinet, did chairs, tables, organ stool, juke
box, air conditioner, depression glass, ruby „red




We have just listed this immaculate 3 bedroom, 2
bath home which has just been redecorated
throughout: An abundance of rlosets, spacious
garage., and large backyard with patio are lust 04
few of the features of. this attractive home.






15 Articles For Sale
SEARS AIR conditioner.
14,800 BTU, $110. Call
753-3143 after 4 p. m.
SPRING SPECIAL
PAINT SALE. Hanna
first quality Latex Satin
Sheen, regular $8.25,
sale .$61)0 per gallon.
Hanha semi-gloss
enamel regular, $10,





,,, home pest control to
house plant food.
Murray Lawn and
Garden, 200 E. Main.
16 Home Furnishings
ANTIQUES - Oak bed,'
and oak men's chest.
Call 753-6479.
90 INCH COUCH' with
chair. Just right for den
or lake home. Call 753-
.2479, .Mrs. Kirk Pool.
FOR SALE used Singer
sewing machine, zig zag
and all regular at-
tachments. Fully
guaranteed, sews
perfect. Full cash price,
$29.80; • Call Martha
Hopper, 354-8619 or
write Route 5, Benton,
Ky.
19 Farm Equipment
WILL SELL or buy used
or new farm machinery
on Hardin 80 East. Call
437-4801.
TWO WHEEL utility
trailer, $75: Also CA
Allis Chalmer tractor
and equipment. Good











NEW IDEA single row
corn picker. $500.00
good. Case tractor
diesel, 430 with plow.
Jubilee Ford tractor-
good. Call 437-4801. Main
Street, Hardin, Ky.
20 Sports Equipment'




trailer. $425. Call 753-
360Q, Brandons Cabinet
BALDWIN PIANOS and









Avoid Gutty Nowa Rapiers
Kelly's Termite
8. Pest Control
limo *owed eod almond VVe. X
years. fla met sip ow coest•••1 owl WA
is






trailer for rent at Almo
Heights. Three
registbred red Irish




made any size for an-
tique beds -or campers.
Buy direct and saxie on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.










1970 HONDA 450. 14'
Polarcraft ion boat, 10 h.
p. Johnson motor and
trailer. Call 753-3194
after 4.







Lawn and Garden has a




RCA ,SLACK and white
portable T. V. with
stand. Call 435-42414 after
5.
1916 14 1 52 NEW MOON
mobile home. Extra
clean. Lived in 8 mon-
ths. Party is moving.
Call 753-4034.
1974 12 x 60 WAYSIDE.
Central air, and other
extras. Call 753-0894
after 5 p. m.
12 x 58 THREE bedroom,
all electric, priced to
sell. See at Riviera Ct.
or call 4753-3280.
12x50 TWO BEDROOM
all electric, washer and
dryer. See at Riviera Ct.
or call 753-3280.
12x60 MOBILE home on
large lot. $8600. Call 753-
0807.
1973 VINDALE 12 x 65
with 7 x 14 expando
living room and 3 x 8 tip




and underpinned. See at
258 Riviera Ct.
27 Mobile Home Sales
VINDALE mobile home.
10 x 60. Call 436-2273.




Washer & dryer con-
nectinns_in use now. One
large 12' x 12' storage
building insulated and
lined, one 5' x 8' steel
storage shed. All on four
nice lots 100' x 220'. Just
3 minutes away from









central air and heat. In
Ky. Lake Subdivision,
lake privileges. 436-2473.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES ank
mobile home spaces fort
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280. •
31 Want To Rent
'PROFESSIONAL man
needs country houSe
within 10 miles of
M.urray. Prefer
Highway 121 South area..
Call 436-2533.
32 Apattments For Rent
FURNISHED APT. for















*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE







Poinar_ - pop', L.-
( 
 1













The Murray Planning Commission will hold a
Public Hearing concerning the rezoning of the
remaining residential zones along 12th Street to
B-4 (Limited Business), from Sycamore to
ChestnuOThe rezoning will follow lot depths on
12th Street, however, on side streets leading into
12th Street, the rezoning will involve thenext lot
adjoining the lot which faces 12th Street. The lots
included in the rezoning proposal are as shown
below on the map.
The Public Hearing will tie held July 19, at 7:00
p.m. in the Couticil Room Of the, City Hall
Building. For further information, call the Plan-
ner's Office at 753-1225.
W.A. Franklin, Chairman
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32 Apartments For Rent
















after 5 p. m.
FURNISHED APART-
















36 For Rent Or Lease
BUILDING FOR rent or
lease, 30 x 50. Ideal for
body shop. Call 436-5366.
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 2-247-
37 Livestock Supplies
ONE BRED SOW. Call
753-9681.
SIX YEAR OLD saddle
mare, $350. Call 345-2524
or 247-3723.



























YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday. 8:00-? 113 N.
9th Street.
YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday, July 8-9. 415
South 8th Street. Hours
8-5. Lets of bargains.
CARPORf SALE, Friday
and Saturday. July 8 and







FARM - 20 acres with
modern 3 bedroom brick
arid frame home. Has 10
acres tendable and a
good metal pole barn,
also a pond. Has 24 x 30
cleanup shop. Large
comfy family room with
fireplace. Home in good
condition inside and out.
Located on Faxon Road.
Just 1/2 miles off of 94
East. Priced in mid 30's.
GUY SPANN REALTY,
901 Sycamore, 753-7724.




113 S. 4th 753-2835
Guy Spann Realty
' QUIET STREET - Ideal for children. This
lovely home has big beautiful fireplace, carpet
throughout, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, lovely kitchen
with built-ins. You and your family will love to
live here. Priced in mid 30's.
Guy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
eel Sycamore Serest Name 753-7724 "-
Member of Multiple Listings
Goy Spann, 753-25117 Louise Raker, 753-2409











beautiful view located or
two wooded lots. We also
have a "mushroom"
designed to fit a rugged
site. Ideal for beach
house. Call Loretta Jobs
Realtors at 753-1492.
APPROXIMATELY





fine lake front property
has good building sites
and good access. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., Murray, 753-
0101 Or 753-7531.
LARGE 2 story frame
home. 5 bedrooms,
2 baths ... nicely
decorated. Near
schools. Call 753-1492
today and make an





in this home located on
quiet residential street.
Home has 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, formal dining
room, living room with
marble fireplace, large
2 car garage and lovely
tree shaded yard. Let us
show you this com-
fortable, economical
home priced in the 30's.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 or
come by our con-
veniently located office
at 711 Main Street. -,
78 ACRE FARM just
listed with ap-
proximately 62 tendable
acres. Also 25 ACRES
just listed with over 1300
feet of highway frontage






lot"for sale on Hickory
Drive. Priced reduced to
$5900. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222 for more in-
formation.
ESCAPE KIT - "Very
neat and attractive one
bedroom cottage on two
beautifully wooded lots
located 1'4 mile from
Kentucky Lake and only
20 minutes from
Murry. Home has large
screened ' porch with
swing for easy
relaxation. Priced in low
teens. This one willsell












Apply Monday through Friday
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. .
Maplewood Farms
. 41h and Indiana






202 Seto& 4Sh brut
/hese 75.1-3263
ALL THIS one needs is a
little TLC from an owner
who loves it. Three
bedroom frame borne
with electric heat and
carpeting. Also nice 4
car cleanup shop. Only
minutes from Murray.
Low 20's. Waldrop Real
Estate. 206 South 4th,




proximately 240 x 300-.
Next to Oakf Country
Club. Call 753-4080 after
6 p. m.
TWO ACRES with a 2
bedroom mobile home,
new septic tank and
well, also has a block
barn. $8500. Call 753-7323
or 489-2508.
HAZEL, KY. Here's that
stately older home
you've been waiting for!
Solidly built, beautiful
hardwood floors, central
gas heat, 2 bedrooms




frontage. Call or come
by 105 N. 12th, BOYD
MAJORS REAL
ESTATE, 75.3-40280.
South 12th it Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1061
44. Lots For Sale
LARGE WOODED LOT
210 x 190 -in -East- Y
Manor. Call 953-6445
after 4 p. in.
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER: 2 blocks
from university. Two-
story brick; 4 bedrooms,
3 baths, family room,
living room, kitchen and
utility room. Furnished
cottage (rental unit) on
back of property. Lovely




frame house on 11/2
acres. $18,000. Five
mites Westof Hardin on
Highway 80. Call 527-
8433.
THREE BEDROOM, 2






brick home, 2 fireplaces,
large den and living








with 11.2 baths. Central
heat -and air. Call 753-
9827.
TWO BEDROOM frame
home for sale. Located
in Pine Bluff Shores
Subdivision near New
Concord, Ky. Some
Finish work needed, low
down payment and will
finance balance. To see
call John Jones at 502-
442-7368.
HAZEL, NICE frame
home with new paint
and new roof, three
bedrooms downstairs
and one upstairs, with




year old home. 3
bedroom, 2'2 bath, den
with' fireplace, heat
pow; central .air, in-




100 CC Honda-trail bike
Call Ronny Garland
between 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.
753-4641
"LAST NIGHT I HAP 11-115 HORRIBLE
DREAM. 9REAMED HE WAS SEND-




Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
2226.
FOR SALE: 1973 350
, Honda. Good condition.
Serious inquires only.
Call 4924644.
la 09 YAMAHA, 1976.
$375. Call 7534257.
1974 YAMAHA Enduro,
4000 miles. One owner.
8550. Call 753-4565.-,
1977 YAMAHA DT, 125.
$600. Looks like new.
' lOne month old. Call 753-
5543 after 4.
MOTORCYCLE, 1976
"Honda 360. See at 300
Woodlawn.





between Sand 7p. m:
1973 VEGA, low mileage.
Must sell. Call 753-9849.
1968 OLDSMOBILE,
factory air, 1966 Old-
smobile. National base
amplifier. Priced to sell.
Call 436-2255 or 753-5991.
1968 DODGE pickup, 318
automatic, long wide
bed. Four new E-78-15
tires on Dodge wheels,
AM radio for 77 Dodge
pickup. Phone 753-5644.
1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.
1972 LTD Black on black,
2 door hard top. Double




14. pickup, $475. Also have a
1970 Maverick 6
cylinder, straight shift
'With air. Call 436-5855.
1975 CUTLASS 44e
buckets, wheels, factory
tape, double power and





pickup truck. 6 cylinder.
straight drive, long




steering, brakes, air and
automata AM-FM,
31550. 1976 Dritsun 280Z,
$5295. (.;1 1/ 11cr 5, 753-
2738.
1974 442 OEDs. black with
gold str 'nes. 350
automat', with air
conditiw. power
steering and lwakes. AM
8 track store, radio, new
white letter idial tires:
local -car Se at 208
Irvan. Call 733-8533 ,or
435-4351 after 5 p. m.
50 Campers
WHITES AMPER
SALES hw,ded 4 miles
East of vilrray, on
Highway '44 toward
Kerilake Ii!'' :new and
used. Hai cirigicing
available. Ten 7 days
per week 1 753-0605.
50 Campers
1969 FORD CAMPER
van, built-in 2 burner
stove, refrigerator,.
closet. Lots of storage
space. Call 436-2433.
14' TRAILER, sleeps 5,
$975. See at 1310 Poplar,
or call 753-8168.
PUSH UP CAMPER,
'sleeps 8. Has icebox, gas




















ficient service. NO Job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
L&M Blacktopping, seal






Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for -free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for






plate, window glass, and









753-5429 after 4 p.m.
NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling. Call 753-
4707.
ELECTRICAL WIRING -
home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p. m. 436-5896.
PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or







FOR YOUR -septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John




roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house siding
& trim. Call „Jack
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
or weekends.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal,








and ton soil. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306.
INSULATE NOW attics










Call 753-5827 or 753-9618
QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air con-






Neered, reedy to lase. Or hay e U.SuiId wed save. Ceraplete sod
reedy to assemble Id up to 24260 Hawked, but will precut any site
itudowl. Shut the rut thew some to CutestSulK and bey the host
ter loss. %tom atm PtOTABIL BUILDINGS 751 Ott
AUCTION
Young's Value Mart
1933 South 28th Street .
Paducah, Kentucky 42001
July 7, 1977 10:00 A.M.
The secured party after default gives notice that
it will conduct-an absolute auction on the date,
time and place mentioned above of the following
described property. persuant to the Provision of
the Kentucky Revised statues 355.9-501 thru
355.9-507.
FIXTURES AND EQUIPMENT
2 Wooden meot,blocks, 2 cash registers, meat
.scales, produce scales, adding machine, ice
cream box, refrigerators, walk-in refrigerator.
meat boxes, frozen food caseg, grinder, 
slicer, 2
drink machines, 3 air conditioners, shelving,
check .out counters, back bar, postage stamp
machine, an4 other items necessary-to the full
operation of a grocery store. •
INVENTORY
• The entire contentg of the stote-will be-sold. 1+11s
could be the bargain of the year on grocenes
Other terms and conditions to be announced at
the sale.
J. 1M. Brown and Associates •
Jake Brown, Auctioneer
Route 1 Box 101
Paducah, Kentucky 42001
Phones 442-5855 441 0762
51 Services Offered
CUSTOM CARPET Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x




437-4533 or after 8 p. m.
354-6161 or 354-8138. •
WILL HAUL LIME or








436-2712 after 6 p.m: -
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Sheet rock





between 7-10 a.ni 753-
3998.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and 'gas in-
stallation will do
• plumbing, heating 'and














ANY KIND of ,, hauling







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.









Lawn inewer aid smell engine
repreir. Reheat lows. Illowaff,
$25.00 eod up. aiding
mowers, S100 sod op.
54. Free Column
FREE - ,TWO spayed
female dogs. Part
chihuahua. Beautiful,.
brown color. Will make
gentle and loving pets.
They are not nervous
nor temperamental. •
Call 753-3535 or 436-5688:
FREE - THREE 
1
beautiful eight week old
'kittens and a half-grown 4/
spayed female cat. All ;
are sweet arid will make ,aa;
lovely pets. One kitten is
solid black and the...4
others are black and
-gray tiger striped. Call
753-3535.
- 
FREE - 3 beautiful 8
week old kittens and 'As •
grown spayed female
PAINTING, best cat. Sweet and playful.
references furnished. Will make ideal pets. •
Call 753-0076. Call 753-3535.
' Lyndia Cochran_
Dance Photos
may be picked up
Thursday, July 7
3 p.m.. 5 p.m.
and
Friday, July 8
4 p.m. - 6 p,m.
at
501 Lynnwood Court





MURRAY'S ONLY CERTIFIED RESiDENTIAL BROKER
HERE'S THAT LAKEFRONT HOME
'nus five room beaufs must lw 11 n,Alie and
out to be appreciated The to I hove has four
slips protected bs canal break v,ater Brick
veneer exterior. covered pan-h aric lake 1.ot
has 156feet of lake frontage.
DeN11.0 R TUCKER I FlitSEFIVI(f REAL 151111 FIRM
SO2 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342






Patricia Miller   7 53 -7 50
Donald R. Tucker, C.R.B.  753930





















5 IRS 1113VMD STEAK
SIRS PORK STEAK
5 IDS GROUND BEEF
IBS 'FINER QUARTERS
























en, toward the purchase
WORTH
10' OFF TROPICANA E
ORANGE JUICE =






Brown N Serve Rolls 3 11 02
KROGER SAME OR
0) 120!.




WE HAVE WHAT WE CIVERTISE IF AT ALL POSSIBLE. due to
-t conditions beyond our control we run out of on advertised
smcwi, we 'su6stitut• comparable brand. at a similar
scrip or give you a Rain_Chedc for the advertised spectel
at the special price anytime within 30 days. WE GUARANTEE
WHAT WE SEW If you are ever dissatisfied with a Kroger r
purchoie we will reploce your item or refund your money.
i sATLGT-taki
T-BONE









Purple Hull Peas 



























































































ENE with this coupon and SI 0.00 purchase crciudirc ;terns fix' by- low and in addition to the cost of the coupon merchandise Sublect
to applicable taxes. Limit one. Expires My 12th.
n11111111111111111L
sl Mac. & Cheese Dinners 3
mTLER 064111ECTUIT











KROGER 130011 INITTERIALUI OR NOMISTYLE
White Bread 
3 20 02 $ 1
LOAVES Texas Style Biscuits 4 "(VAS $ 1
OS EMIR AMERICUS PROCESSED
  2 1:::, 894 Cheese Food 12 01PIG 994
$1
'wviass MOM




 isc 6OZ.PIG.—.. 9'
•
Spaghetti Sauce  la 644 Fried Chicken 
211.




Cheese Spread  TAB 99 4 Pot Pies 
_90,4,1. cOuPOir
14 01.
(AVellrOST (UTTER COUPONt4,19VOST (UTTfR (OUPONC0,,PINICOST (UTTER COUPON 40,111COST OMR COUPON 30.4,....,,.  
PIGS. 
I. IC OISIIT
wwa '.... .... Ibish kroyer
Wile TOWARD THE PURCHASE OF ea PRIMEEGsiVIIIETT lit: BETTYsirtINICRFievOCiwsKER =:-. MIRACIE =':. STIR 'N' 
——
—— ...- —5-II WORTH 505 OFF :--'
.... ili 10 or pr 
of re E DOG FOOD ---- CAKE MIX ' F.= MARGARINE ==a — SIP a—
MbIMP
ni. ••• 
111/2 Ol• 9 ':...n.,' 1 Ni. 63C = = 2 b. $1 29 —_ r.= 36 m. 9 24 -... NESCAFE -- 2..... born ........: bowl 'E.: = canister • AIMMD=MD= INSTANT COFFEE :-- box ..... --
an Expires July 12th —.Iwo Expires July 12th 
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